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RANG DOWN THE CURTAIN

On Which To Make Out

September Unemployment
Reports

Subacrlptlona S3 00 per year payable In
advance; (ingle coplee three cent*.
Advertising ratee baaed upon circula
tion and very reaaonable
NEW8PAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was eitabllahed
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and conaolldated with tbe Gazette
In 1882 The Free Prear was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Ita name to
the Tribune. These paper* conaolldated
March 17. 1897

I Forms for making our September
! contribution reports to the Maine
unemployment compensation fund
‘ are now being mailed. These are be
ing sent to more than 2600 contribut
ing employers of eight or more per
sons and to those employers of less
than eight who have voluntarily em
braced the provisions of the act for
• I their workers.
Only when men bring them
With these forms are also being
selves In line with the will of
mailed
those for making quarterly
Ood. will they be truly happy.—
payroll reports for the third quarter
Adjutant C. Bennett.
of 1937. ending Sept. 30.
The Commission has also includ
ed a form letter this montn request
ing alphabetical arrangement of emI ployes' names in order that a fixed
alphabetical list of workers can be
made up in the accounting depart
THANKS
a lot MR JONES But
ment of the Maine UCC. This is
It
M,
we OONT NEED ant MELO OUR. , necessary so as to efficiently and
Little
«OMt WAS insured BT,
K*
’
quickly determine benefit payments
when these become payable on and
after Jan. 1, 1938.
Large concerns are given the privi
lege of listing their employes by de
partments or divisions if they wish
but they must be alphabetical- with
in those classes if this is done.
I Contribution reports for Septem
ber and the payroll reports for the
quarter now ending are due during
the month of October.
The only folks who don’t need
fire insurance on their homes are
PORTLAND SARDINE PACK
Eskimos. So unless you live in an
Four
of Portland’s five sardine
Igloo, see E. C. Moran Co., Ine.. to
day about bringing your insurance packing plants completed Thursday
a pack estimated to about equal last
up to COMPLETE coveragp.
years record-breaking production.
John D Toft, general manager of
r .C MORAN
the R J. Peacock Canning Companys
INSURANCE
. *C.
plant largest in Portland, said the
J
COUNSELLORS “
Portland pack would be between
425 MAIN ST 'PHONE96
500.000 and 600 000 cases, approxi
mately one-third of the State total.

ED.MORAN

CO *'

Thousands Attended Union Fair and All Had a

Appearing before ja vast radio audience last night the new Su
preme Court Justice Hugo L. Black admitted that he was a member
of the Ku Klux Kian about 15 years ago, hut resigned and never re
joined the organization. Speaking in an earnest and apparently sincere
manner he declared himself entirely free from bigotry and said
The North Knox Fair at Union
Taking exceptions to the state- rows, will support Pernald in his fight that he numbered Catholics and Jews among his most intimate friends,
ment made by the Lewiston Jour- against the Governor."
and at the conclusion of his broadcast “is ended my discussion of the came to a close last night. While
"This is the substance of a rumor
yesterday's attendance was not large
nal and republished in The Courier! which has circulated about the State question,” he said.
it brought the grand total up to a
Gazette and other papers Charles
The broadcast leaves unsettled two questions. Here they are:
freely for some time, but your statevery satisfactory figure, and the big
Murray of Bangor denies the rumor ment u to the
of my knowledge
Number 1: Having full knowledge of the character of the Ku
that he is "financially or in any! the first time it has been published,
show may be counted a complete
Klux Kian, why did you join it Mr. Black?
other way supporting or encouraging i do not know where you got your
Number 2: All announcements of your broadcast stated that {,«*<*“•, with
with something
something in
in prof
progress
the candidacy of Roy L. Pernald.", information, but I do know that
every
moment
—
Congratulations
to
would
last
half
an
hour,
yet
you
spoke
only
13
minutes.
Why
was
Mr. Murray’s open letter to the au- [ you did not question me, nor did
President
Clarence
Leonard
and
his
thor of the Lewiston Journal article you ever give me the opportunity the address cut short, and who censored it?
follows:
either to deny or to affirm the truth
We do not expect Justice Black to reply to a small town newspa associate officials.

Charles Murray Of Bangor Says He’s Not Sup
porting Or Encouraging Fernald

Good Word For It
Second Race—2.20 Trot
Calumet Chimes iHalli 4.00 2.80
Calumet Bassett (Carlni)
3.90
Bellona (Sargent)
Also started—Alice Oakwood
Kash Buster. Time, 2.1214.

2.20
2.20
2.20
and

Third Race—2.18 Pace
I Harvest High (Hall) 10.30 5.20 3.50
i Dottie Pluto (Yeaton)
12.20 5.60
Billy the Kid (Rouillard)
3.60
Also started—Sandy F., Henley, Etawah, Volrida and Eljotine. Time,
2.11*4.

In your recent article in the Lew- [ of it. Since the rumor has now been per, but we do expect that many readers will consider pertinent the
iston Journal concerning the can-1 brought to the point where I must
Thursday At The Fair
two points above raised, particularly Number 1.
cldacy of Senator Roy L. Fernald of either deny it or let my silence affirm
Fourth Race—2.24 Trot and Pace
Wednesday's
nose was out of Joint
Waldo County for the Republican' it, I am writing you this statement
Lucy W. (Hewes)
10.20 450 3.00
so far as this year's North Knox
nomination for Governor In 1938 you and ask that publish it in your col
Col. Crogan (Jordan)
4.60 2 60
mide the following statement:
umns, in order that there may be
Fair was concerned. For 68
| jewedaie OoW (Roufilwrd)
2.40
"Not the least Interesting of the no doubt about where I stand.
Wednesday has been the big day at
Also started—Spitz, Great Peter,
stories told about this proposed Fer
“I am in no way, either financially
Union, looking down with fine con- | Cashier, Calumet El Reno, Arlo Stout,
nald fight for the governorship is the or in any other way, supporting or
tempt upon the Tuesdays and Thurs- Odessa and Phylisdale. Time, 2.14*4.
hint that Charles Murray of Ban- encouraging the candidacy of Sena
days.
This year 'the fair was set 1
Fifth Race—2.20 Trot
got. by whom Fernald is employed, tor Fernald. I have always been a
ahead one day. and while Wednesday )j Kash Buster (Jewett) 39.60 30.80 7.40
who was made a member of the State friend of Governor Barrows and I
drew a big crowd it was decisively out
Highway Commission by Gov. Bar- am still his friend."
! Alice Oakwood (Brisbane) 20.20 4 30
classed by 'that of Thursday.
Calumet Chimes (Hall)
2.60
Of course the weather was in
When our summer visitors go 1 have sufficient time to cheat him out
Also started—'Bellona and Calumet
Thursday's favor, with its mild temback home they sometimes write j of a visit to you.
Bassett. Time, 2.15H.
The spruce' trees are beautifully Perature' and a «old(,n sun to bring
complimentary things about us for
Sixth Race—J.18 Pace
, , ,
_
. _
branched. The islands fringed with oul
»utumnal tints along all the
their local newspapers. Courler-Gasurrounded bv rlppilng, highways which lead to the Union Harvest High ((Hall) 4 20 8.20 2 40
zette readers, particularly those In sparkllng deep blue water and the fair grounds. As a matter of (fact it Dottie Pluto (Yeaton)
5.20 290
340
the southern part of the county will wonderful iris colorings of the sun- *’as a trlfle ,<x> warm ft>r the Patrons Volrida (Clukey)
Also started—Billy the Kid, Sandy
view with pleasure what "T- A. B." sets make a gorgeous sightwho wandered ceaselessly up and down
wrote for the Dally Intelligencer of
An electrical storm here may seem
midway, while out in the paddock F Eljotine and Henley Etawah. Time,
it was uncomfortably hot. No sun 2.11.
Doylestown. Penn. The letter fol- very menacing in its clamor and vivid
! flashes and whistling winds, but is strokes were reported, but many of
Seventh Race—2.24 Trot and Pace
That the dividend on preferred i preferred stock to one-half the lows:
mainly harmless in its results and of- the participants in the Pari-Mutuel Cashier (Small)
6.80 3.20 250
stock in arrears should be paid by the amount of the regular dividend and
Pattly. hidden away by a point of jen c]ar[fles the ajr 0{ a sometimes had ‘their wings singed. The grand
Lucy W (Hewes)
290 2 20
Central Maine Power Company as this practice was continued until
stand
proved
to
be
the
most
popular
land along the coast of Maine, about foggy atmospheric condition.
Col. Crogan (Jordan)
2.20
soon as possible is the opinion of January 1, 1937. This reduction was
place on the grounds, and the sale of
Also started — Phylisdale, Spitz.
that corporation’s directors, and made with a good deal of reluctance 18 miles from Rockland, you may I It needs no top soli here to raise tickets stopped before the second
___
Josedate Gold. Arlo Stout, Odessa,
President Walter S. Wyman says that on the part of the Board. Prior to find Port Clyde, a quiet, one-time the most beautiful dahlias, gladiolus.
geraniums, begonias, etc., that I've race ttas completed Whatever may Calumet El Reno and Great Peter.
a plan will be presented in detail the time that it was put into efTect. active, fishing port.
be
said
of
the
merits
of
Pari-Mutuel
Time, 2.15.
As you enter by bus, tired and rest- ever seen.
President Wyman's letter to the the preferred stock of this Company
The most charming little homes ^‘ting It seems tq have the effect of
stockholders follows:
had psid dividends continuously since
Eighth Race—Classified Trot
ttnd cabins built on th« blulTs lacing: drawing patronage from a wide radius.
The first eight months of 1937 have its organization, nearly thirty years £ cap.clally wIIholion, a stranger—
I. «•
«tb .pmc. bid beautiful Zt~« l» tb. paddock all the, d.». Ak-(3a-Ben (Foye)
16.10 4 60 3.30
been a reasonably good period for before.
were
scores
of
.persons
who
probably
Jura
(Brisbin)
7.70 4 60
your Company. Since the first of i The loss of business which was sus meet vou were kept In Boston on' colorin8 of the flowers as a back- would not have visited this fair other Anne S Richards (Clukey)
4 20
account
of
Illness.
|
ground
fills
an
artist's
eye
with
deJuly our business has been slowing tained during 1932 and 1933, together
wise.
Also
started
—
Star
Hanover,
Rolling
You notice as you enter, what is Mght
up some and is now slightly below Wjth some large losses in receivables,
Port Clyde seems to be favored bv
Engaged in the pursuit of his duties Rock and General Johnson. Time,
the level of a year ago. The 12 and the necessity of abandoning its considered the best hotel, that it’s
many transients from New York Bbs- Thursday afternoon Sheriff C Earle 2.16.
months ending August 31, 1937. how railroad properties which will not be very plain, but clean looking. A com- ton. etc. for weekends or longer[ Ludwlck found a man who had
Ninth Race—2.20 Trot
ever, show good gains in kilowatt recurring, and the consequent loss of fortatle bed. very good food, with air
entered the grounds unannounced,
hour sales, in dollars of gross revenue money invested in them, made this so fresh and cool help revive your stays, so one meets congenial hotel and unknown to the members of the Calumet Chimes (Hall) 3.90 3.00 2.40
and of net income.
During ten step unavoidable. These losses in spirits. Sleeping under three blank guests continually.
Kash Buster (Jewett)
5.00 340
Often college hoys and other young Sroup In which he stood.
months of that 12-month period we i railroad investments are approxi ets the most refreshing sleep you’
Bellona
(Sargent)
410
The inan was Oov. Lewis O Barhad excellent water conditions and j mately as follows:
have had for weeks was realized Bv foIks cruise alon« thls coast and Pul1
Also started—Calumet Bassett and
,
,
.
c , into the
the
next. morning,
when
Old Sol
tne Dort
P°rl here
nere to
10 escape
escaPc heavy
neavv rows‘ who was pa-s-slng through Union Alice Oakwood. Time. 2.15.
the river flows did not get seriously i Rockland. Thomaston &
awakened you by his cheerful beams fo*s °r electrical storms and enliven *
“ J^8 ,
low in the other two months. These | Camden
Street
Ry„
Tenth Race—2.18 Pace
shining
upon
your
bed,
you
will
‘
he
place
with
their
fun
and
Jolly
conditions have resulted in enabling j abandoned
September,
has
never
been
able
to
resist
the
Sandy
F.
(Stuart)
49.30 20.20 12.00
the Company to earn for the twelve j 1931,
$ 700,263 erise and become acclimated without ' outlook on lifeEven President
temptation of looking in upon an agri Dottle Pluto (Yeaton)
j
Roosevelt
’
s
son's
name
is
on
the
reg590 4 30
j months ended August 31, 1937, a bal- j Portland-Lewiston
Interfurther hesitancy.
cultural fair. The Oovernor wil *t> Henley Etawah (Crossman)
8 80
Looking about for landmarks of,ister here| ence, after full dividends on pre- j urban Ry., abandoned
Also started—Billy the Kid, Voirda.
An amusing hour may be spent on duced by President Clarence Leon
ferred stock of $571,000. This is' June. 1933.
1.147.307 interest. I learned boats had been
built In Port Clyde and their sails ’the wharf in the middle of the day, ard to go into the Judges' stand and Eljotine and Harvest High. Time,
somewhat more than the budget es-, Waterville.
Fairfield
&
say a few words. Telling of the tre 2.13
timatc for the calendar year of
made in my hotel, which had been or later. It’s a picturesque scene to
Oakland Ry., to be aban
mendous hold which Maine fairs have
note
the
many
islands
and
points
of
1937. which was $472,000.
Unfore
remodeled
a
number
of
years
ago.
doned October, 1937, (ap
Eleventh Rare—Classified Trot
upon) the people he gave an estimata
land,
and
nearby
ruins;
to
watch
the
seen conditions may prevail for the proximately)
450.000 A sardine factory has been par
Ak-Sa-Ben
(Foye)
6.00 2.70 2.40
of
a
season's
gross
attendance,
and
balance of this year which may cut
tially tom down and the rest Is in a fishermen bring in their loads of fish,
3.00 2.50
completed a brief speech by extend Star Hanover (Hall)
lobsters
and
crabs
the
swaying
of
the present 12 months’ figure down Total loss.
$2.297570 stage of decay.
3 50
ing his best wishes to the Union Fair Anne 8 Richards (Clukey)
the
distant
spruce
show
nature's
somewhat.
A party has purchased this land
The Company's ability to absorb
Also started — General Johnson,
management.
grace.
Then
we
hear
the
put-put
As a result of the earnings for the these losses without more serious ef and on the bluff they expect to erect
There was another big crowd on the Rolling Rock and Jura. Time, 2.15.
last three years the earned surplus fect to the preferred stockholders a very nice cottage. They will use of the motor boats, the spash of the
• • • •
fair
grounds Thursday night, drawn
j account of the Company at the end than has been experienced, was due the large cement chimney of the fac oars, the quiet paddling of the canoe,
Thursday's
Pulling Contests
of August was $1961.281. You may to the money put in as a contribu tory as a miniature lighthouse and in the cove and see the graceful sail by the combined attraction of good
boats
as
they
cut
the
waterQuiet
j
vaudeville,
a
concert
by
the
Rockland
Big
crowds
surrounded
the pulling
j recall that this surplus was reduced tion by its common stockholder, the paint the old name, for Port Clyde,
City
Band,
and
the
fireworks
display.
arena
until
a
late
hour,
and
the com
! to less than $60,000 Dec. 31, 1934New England Public Service Com Herring Out, on It. Another building boats dotted here and there‘ add
The Rockland musicians played lib petition was keen in several of the
Oct. 1. 1934 the Directors of the pany, in the period between 1925 along the shore contains fish flakes tbe scen€ The swooping and fluttering of the gulls, hunting for food, erally, and fully Justified the words of classes. These winners were an
Company reduced the dividend on its and 1932. Since the organization of for drying fish.
show no fear of the hurrying of men, Praise which have repeatedly been nounced.
The
little
postoffice
stands
out
bold

the Company $2,575,000 has been paid
said about them by The CourierOxen 6 feet 2 inches and under—
in cash dividends to common stock ly at the top of a hill, where a pleas women and children arriving or
Gazette.
Introduced
as
a
Union
boy
First,
8tephen Simmons of Damari
leaving
in
the
various
type
boats,
holders As against this New Eng ant, young woman delivers the mail.
GRANGE FAIR
The Church of the Advent, and thp buying fish, etc., meeting friends or Director George W Law received a scotta. 139 feet, 10 inches; second,
land
Public
Service
Company
has
St. George
deserved ovation. And another one Clifton Cunningham of Jefferson. 121
paid into the Company in cash $7,- Baptist have neat buildings, but the I saying good-bye.
Wednesday, October 6
Just a panorama of a small fishing greeted the introduction of Luther feet, 7 Inches; third, John Howard of
500.000 as a contribution to its as small number attending doubtless
Afternoon and Evening
Clark, the band's* talented composer Union, 103 feet, 9 inches; fourth, Otis
sets, No common dividends have has a tendency to dampen the enthu port, effective for coloring and in
Sl’PPER AND DANCE
member.
terest.
Jones of Palermo, 71 feet. 8 inches.
siasm
of
their
ministers
who
deliver
been
paid
since
June,
1932.
118-119
Despite the uncomfortable chill in
Over 6 feet 2 inches and under 5
If towns possess personality, Port
The balance of the Company's in such earnest and carefully prepared
the atmosphere everybody waited for feet 5 Inches—First, A. M. Wiley of
Clyde has a great onevestment. with some minor excep discourses to so few.
No matter how ordinary or unat the fireworks—an exceptionally fine North Whitefield, 68 feet, 8 inches;
tions. is in property that ls used, or Some of the buildings need paint,
FOR SALE
has been acquired, in connection others are in the last stage of deter tractive it may seem to the much- demonstration of pyrotechnics, even second, Ralph Cunningham of Jeffer
Sixty-six Hereford Cattle—onc-half with the electric, gas, or water busi- ioration. while many are really sopts traveled person as they enter it, if the two locomotives did refuse to son, 30 feet, 7 inches; third, Stephen
Heifers and one-half Steers; weight
there is something that grows and have the advertised collision.
Simmons, 26 feet; fourth, Melvin
of beauty.
400 pounds up: to arrive Oct. 7.
• • • •
(Continuea on Page Five)
Kennedy of Union, 21 feet, 6 inchea.
Everyone enjoys going to the wharf saturates one's system, figuratively
C. M. BURGESS
Over 6 feet 5 inches and under 6
Thursday's Raring
Telephone 6-4
Union Maine
to see the Nereid come in as It speaking, that makes one desire to
118-125
brings the morning mail and carries come again and again
It was a field day for long shots at feet ft inches—First, Henry Cunning
Finally, one cannot resist its fasci
ham, 129 feet, 10 inches; second, A.
passengers. One may go aboard and
Union Fair Thursday, with two spills
M Wiley, 101 feet, 8 inches; third,
after an hour or two reach Monhe nation and will look forward to the
to give a large betting crowd added E. George Wiley of Warren, 53 feet,
Sch. Doris Hamlin, Capt. gan Island. If you alight here, you 1 summer when they will wander back,
may climb the cliffs for a wonderfuliAs a tonic for tired wom-out nerves, thrills.
4 Inches; fourth, Harold Butler of
George W. Torrey Of Deer view, note the cabins occupied by Imental business worries or insomnia. I Kash Buster, driven by Jewett, Union, 47 feet, 4 inches.
FOR
Horses. 2500 pounds and under—
Isle, Long Overdue
artists and other lovers of nature, visit' Port *^yde- You get there just came through for an unexpected win
visit the shops, or get an excellent what you need to be "rebuilt in in the 2.20 trot to pay $39.60 straight First. Donald Lucas of Searsmont. 261
Although Capt. George W. Torrey, lunch at the hotel. A man who was health" and you will be greatly im and ($30.80 place, with Alice Oak feet, 8 Inches; second. Austin Wiley,
veteran
Deer Isle skipper, has not born near Port Clyde, who with his proved if not cured. So much for wood paying $20.20 to place In the 224 feet, 11 inches; third, Russell
AT
same race. In the 2.18 pace Sandy Bradstreet of Palermo, 183 feet, 3
been reported since he left Norfolk, wife resides in Wisconsin, drives in Port Clyde It> a great place!
T. A. B.
F. sped home to ipay $49 30 straight, Inches; fourth, Lee Cross of Morrill,
Va., Aug. 10, in command of the every summer and spends two or
$20.20 place and $12.00 show. The 148 feet, 10 inches.
three
months
In
his
cabin
on
this
four-master Doris Hamlm, with a
Horses over 2500 pounds and under
BELFAST
LIONS
CLUB
daily
double combination of Lucy W.
island,
which
helps
to
show
it's
a
de

WATTS BLOCK. THOMASTON cargo of coal for Martinique, his wife
in the first and Harvest High in the 2800—First, Leon Morton of Warren,
lightful and healthful place to stay.
Successor to Levi Seavey
feels no anxiety for his safety a Deer
122 feet, 7 inches; second, Austin
If you do not care to stop here,
State Senator Roy L. Fernald of third paid( $37.40.
Clothing Co.
I Isle despatch says.
Harvest High, rated a five to one Wiley, 114 feet, 11 inches; third, E.
you may enjoy a longer ride to Booth- Winterport, president of the Belfast
Mrs. Torrey has been over the bay rather than a fashionable resort Lions Club announces the following shot in the first heat of the 2.18 O. Ludwig of Hope, 97 feet, 4 inches;
same course with her husband and but with no chance to stay, as the guest speakers for October: Oct. 6, pace, took two races in the class, and
(Continued on Page Two)
she believes that the vessel, which boat, after unloading, at once re Benjamin J. Dorsky of Bangor, Me., Lucy W. was a clear winner in two
Reg. $6.00 to $6.50 Val. fl»r A A I carried a crew of 11 men, has either sumes its return trip.
president of the Maine State Federa races of the 2.24 trot. Elwood Foye
This Sale .......... ............ «PJ.WV
become becalmed, or ran into a hur
There are many other islands near tion of Labor; Get. 13, an outstanding piloted Ak-Sa-Ben to two wins in YOUR FAVORITE POEM
j ricane and was blown towards the by, where people live all the year, Maine jurist; Oct. 20, Linwood F. both heats of a classified trot and paid
If I had my life to live again I would
j Azores.
have summer homes or take paying Jordan, of Portland, Independent $16.10 straight in the first.
have made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to some rhuslc at least once
The summaries:
The Hamlin is owned by Capt. W. guests.
Progressive Candidate for Governor
a week. The loss of these tastes la
loss
of
happiness. —Charles Darwin.
First
Rare
—
2.24
Trot
and
Pace
P.
Vane
and
C.
C.
Paul
&
Company
Mosquito
Island
is
not
a
drawing
of Maine; Oct. 27, Michael F. WidReg. $3.00 and $3.25 Val
1 of Baltimore.
5.20 3.80 2 99
card for guests, but sheep are man, Jr., of Boston. New England Lucy W (Hewes)
This Sale
THE SPARROW'
Arlo Stout (Smith)
8 80 6.50 The viewpoint of the sparrow
Capt. Torrey, 60. has been going raised there. Presumably their wool Regional Director C.I.O.
Col. Crogan (Jordan)
4.80 Is arrogant and narrow.
These are sample values in this . to sea since he was 10 years old and protects them from the island's
He knows that he excels,
Also started—Josedale Gold, Cash He Is selfishly obsessed;
amazing store where high quality) j he has been a captain since he was “enemy.”
Waterproof truck covers and spray
would not give an ostrich best.
standard merchandise is sold at I 20. Holder of an unlimited captain's
Port Clyde, at night is so quiet any hoods made to order. Old covers ier, Spitz, Great Peter, Phylisdale, He
His children leave the shells
the Lowest Possible Price.
I license he has always preferred sail one could hear the mosquito’s warn waterproofed. Awning service. Rock Odessa and Calumet El Reno. Time, Putted to their very marrows
With pride at being sparrows.
2.14%,
ing vessels.
ing note a mile away and one would land Awning Co., ,6 Willow St,
»
—Marie de L. Welch,

“IT IS A GREAT PLACE”

Port Clyde Summer Visitor Says It’s So Quiet

You Hear Mosquito Mile Away

DIVIDEND IN ARREARS

Pres. Wyman Says Central Maine Has a Plan
For Paying It Soon

gia

FOOTBALL
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
vs.
DEXTER HIGH SCHOOL

COMMUNITY PARK—2 P. M.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 2

DANCE BY THE OPEN FIREPLACE
Every Saturday Night

LAKEHURST
DAMARISCOTTA

8 to 12 E. S. T.

118*It

k
I

Spend
COLUMBUS
DAY
in

BOSTON
Discover Yourself
THE ECONOMY AND COMFORT OF TRAVEL BY TRAIN

$5.50 ROUND TRIP from ROCKLAND
Go Friday, October 8 or Saturday, October 9
Returning—Leave Boston Any Train up to
9.30 P. Ml. Tuesday, Oct. 12
Tickets good in reaches on any train except streamlined
“Flying Yankee"—(CHILDREN 1-2 FARE)
Ask Agent For Details
118-119

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Wife Not Worried

SPECIALS

YOUR 1938 TAX
It will be due in a year, and you will have to pay the city $4.8(1 for
each hundred dollars that your home Ls valued. If it is assessed at
$1,000.00 the tax will be $48.00 or $4.00 per month.

BUDGET IT
Deposit S4.00 per month with us. In October, 1938, eomc in, draw
the $48.00 deposited, to which we will add 84 cents interest. Go pay
the tax and drop the 84 cents into the Contribution Box the next
Sunday, and you will have an awfully comfortable feeling. Any tax
can be eared for in this way. Figure it out and commence making
your deposit at once.

REMEMBER ALSO
This Ls the place to come for a Direct Reduction Home Loan at 6%,
and to borrow for repairs, remodeling, additions and many other
useful purposes.

Rockland Loan and Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

NEXT WEEK

“LINDSEY’S”

Brown Beach Jackets

Brown Beach Vests

$2.50

e

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WTEK

Remember now thy creator in the
days of thy youth.—Eccl- 12:1.

Willey Has A Plan

RANG DOWN THE CURTAIN

New Football Game

The Hunting Season

TWO PERMANENTS

Senator Would Save In 21 Famous Magazine, American Maine Woods Today InvadDepartments To Provide

(Continued from Page One)

Boy,

Presents

Six-Man

Evcry-Other-Day

• ••

Rockland Courier Gazette, Saturday, October 2, 1937

Page Twc

ed By Many Nimrods—

I Nancy Arion (Hardin)
7.40 3.80
I
I Foil (Crossman)
4.70
Old Age and School Funds
Team
Word Of Caution
fourth. Cross and Keizer, 80 feet, 5
Also started—Dock Volo, Yankee
inches.
\
and Junior Senator. Time, 2.13*4.
A new State economy program
In the early fall issues of The
Rifles and shotguns cracked in
Fcr a Limited Time We
* 4 • a
• • • •
which he said he would introduce at American Boy there’ll be presented Maine's vast, multi-colored woodlands
Are Offering Our Handsome
Willis Ayer Gives Talk Of
Yesterday’s Racing
Yesterday's Pulling Events
the proposed special session of the the story of a, new game—six-man today with the opening of the bear,
New
A
nine
dash program brought the
Absorbing Interest On Va
Sweepstakes for horses—First. Hal Maine Legislature was announced football—fast as professional football, partridge, woodcock, rabbit and gray
Hollywood Steam
Union1 Pair to a close yesterday with vah Hart of South Hope. 139 feet; Thursday by State Senator John E.
squirrel seasons.
cation Trip
wide
open
as
basketball,
thrilling
as
Willey of Falmouth.
An exceptionally mild winter and a
favorites taking most of the races.
Oil Permanent for
second, Harry Chase o* Whitefield,
summer that produced abundant nat-1
Savings and retrenchments under hockey!
Rotarians yesterday had a treat
Henry Clukey drove Boblewyn to a
117 feet. 1 inch; third. Halvah Hart, the proposed plan, he said, would
The game came to life through the ural food for wild birds and animals
in listening to one of their own mem- pair of wins in the classified trot
resulted In a noticeable increase in
..
i .80 feet. 7 inches; fourth, Raymond | amount to $53,873 in 21 departments,
I
bers. Willis I. Ayer, w o gave em wjth Dock Volo taking the third Lu (
Appleton. 50 feet.
His plan also would propose, he said. need of small schools for some sub- the wildlife population of the Pine
And a Second
a vivid ward picture of a vacation Hall, Joe Todd and Klata. Direct, sweepstakes for oxen—First, L. T deferment of payment of the State
f°r 11-man football, which was Tree State which has always been the
featuring the shared a classified trot and pace, tola Williams & Son of Topsham. 85 feet. J deficit over a six years period instead too expensive. Stephen Epler. a Ne- mecca of thousands of sportsmen.
trip into Canada
Permanent for
Mae was brought under the wire foi 2 inches; seconcj williams
Fleet-footed deer—20.00 of which
______ team,
____ 67 ;of two. now .provided The econo- braska graduate student Ui athletics,
Gaspe peninsula.
Willis had been announced to wins twice by Cleary in the 2.13 trot {eet 6 inches; third. John Tibbetts of mies. he added, would provide funds developed the game of six-man foot- were legally killed last year—and
with the heat going to Estelle D
Palermo. 11 feet. 1 inch; fourth. Henry for old age assistance and a mint- ball to meet this need. In six-man lumbering but wary black bear roam
speak in French or broken English.
The dally double combination of Lu cunningham 0[ Jefferson, 11 feet, 5 mum education program “Maine can football anybody can score, the pos- Maine's 15.000.000 acres of forestland
He passed up the French, escaped the Han in the first and Dock Volo in the, inches
afford.”
j sibility of injury from mass plays is while game birds may be found in
broken Engljjh and gave a most cap- j third paid $78.80. Long shot of the
Oxen over g feet g inches and un_ , Willey said he would suggest repeal minimized, and the game is open covers throughout the State.
340 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, UPSTAIRS. OPP. THE STRAND
tivating portrayal of a motor trip day was Croquette who squeezed mto der g {eet jj inches—First, Henry of the appropriations for the Au- | enough for spectators to follow every
Commissioner Stobie of the Maine
through a quaint and
charming a place position to pay $82 in the cunningham 54 feet 3 inches; second, gusta State airport, revisor of exciting development,
Inland Fisheries and Game Depart
Last year 18 hunters died, two by
country. . He described
log-cabins seventh race.
Clarence Glidden of Coopers Mills. 57 , statutes, commission of uniform laws
The new game is a hit. New schools ment points out that the deer shoot previous seasons, records kept by the
small and barren, withbroods of
The summaries:
feet 9 lnches; third, Angelo Howard j personnel board, bounty on porcu-; are taking it up every day. Incoming ing season will open Oct. 16. in six fish and game department show, were drowning; and 26 were wounded. One
happy Children, great farm6 with Ffrct Race—Classified Trot and Pace of Union, 57 feet 9 inches; fourth. | pines, and excise tax report to cities j issues The American Boy tells the northern counties with the rest of | not to hunters shooting each other of the fatalities was caused by a dog
bumper crops;
mountains and
and towns.
I world about this practical new game the State opening to deer hunters in mistake for game but. instead, I stepping on a gun.
Lu Hall (Drake)
14.70 6 50 2.90 A. S. Wiley of Whitefield, 31 feet.
were the result of sportsmen shoot- j Hunting law booklets have safety
valleys; streams with sparkling trout,
,
Oxen
over
6
feet
11
and
under
7
'
These
economies
and
curtailments
In addition, it presents The American on zNov, 1,
Klata Direct (Foye)
3.80 250
livers teeming with salmon, wonder
ing themselves through careless ' warnings printed on front and back
A
survey
of
migratory
bird
wardens
feet
2
—
First,
Forrest
Tibbetts
of
Lib

oi
departmental
activities,
he
said.
Boy
Official
Handbook,
which
can
be
j
Joe Todd (Larochelle)
2.50
ful roads, cut out of the mountain
covers and all through the State,
handling of their own firearms.
shows
thousands
of
ducks
and
geese
erty.
29
feet
3
inches;
second,
Clar

“
are
not
based
on
any
fanciful
or
obtained
from
the
magazine
at
20
Also started—Leu's Star. Peter Sim
side, simple people working hard and
During the 1935 trunting period 21 even deep in the woods, game wardens
on
the
vast
feeding
and
resting
ence
Glidden,
26
feet
11
inches;
third,
personal
opinion,
but
rather
indeed
cents
a
copy,
or
15
cents
when
bought
mons. Expressive! Guy and Croquette.
enjoying life with few autos and
grounds of Maine, particularly Mer hunters lost their lives, three by have put up posters advising sports
j Clarence Glidden, 23 feet 9 Inches; are based on appropriations made In bulk.
Time. 2.10’4.
n.any horse-drawn vehicles.
drowning, and most of the rest by men to look before they shoot and
! fourth, tie between John Tibbetts and for those departments during the past! Note: Subscription prices of The rymeeting Bay.
Second Race—2.13 Trot
He spoke especially of the fine ho
Discussing his departments cam shooting themselves while cleaning not to forget that they are carrying
j Henry Cunningham, 21 feet 8 inches. few years and under similar condi-1 American Boy -will be raised in tho
6.00 3 30 2.20
tels clean, homelike with cheap rates Estelle D. (Jordan)
Oxen 7 feet 2 inches—First. Henry tions on which they were able sue -;neBr future. Send your subscription paign to educate hunters against the guns, crawling through or over fences, weapons that can kill them Just as
4.20 2.20 Cunningham, 37 feet; second, Clar- , cessfully to operate without any in- J erder at once to take advantage of careless handling of firearms, Com or knocking over loaded gun.
and good meats. A bear-steak dinner John Deane ((Raymond)
quickly as they can kill animals.
2.20 ence Glidden, £4 feet 4 Inches; third. ' jury to the people of Maine."
was a feature Willts greatly enjoyed. Vclo Mae (Cleary)
I the bargain rates now in effect; one missioner Stobie said it is only be
Also started—-Alvin Guy and Czar Clarence Glidden, 21 feet 3 inches.
Come again Willis.
Regarding educational equalization. >ear at $1.00 or three years at $2.00. cause the majority of nimrods who |
Frisco. Time. 2.11.
Horses over 2800 pounds and under Willey said $100,000 should be pro- Foreign subscriptions 50c a year ex- go into the Maine forests are exper
Third Race—Classified Trot
3200—First. Halvah Hart. 193 feet 6 vided and distributed by the Gover- tra- Send your name, address and ienced hunters that the shooting ac
Dock Volo (Rouillard! 7 90 5 60 2 90 ' inches; second, Raymond Paul. 187 nor and Council to cities and towns remittance to The American Boy 7430 cident toll continues low in compari
4.80 2.90 feel 10 inches;third. Frank Calder- on the basis of need rather than j Second Blvd., Detroit. Mich. On son with the number of hunters.
Yankee (Jordan)
Uncle Sam Has Finished Buy
inches. on an attempted basis of tax equal- J newsstands the price is15c a copy.
Experienced hunters, he said, make
Nancy Arion (Phalen)
300 wood of Union, 116 feet 7
93 Exchange Street
sure of what they point their guns
Horses over 3200 pounds—First, ization, which “sounds all right in —adv.
115&118-120
ing Surplus Fish—Maine
Also started—Foil, Junior Senator
at
before
firing
—
the
snap
of
a
twig,
Halvah Hart. 146 feet 2 inches; sec- theory but is fallacious in operation.” |
. -.
and Boblewyn. Time. 2.16V*.
Portland,
Maine
Shared Well
ond. Hany Chase of Whitefield, 131 J Declaring there was no old age pen- ' rather than age alone" as the people rustle of a bush or objects that
Fourth Race—Classified Trot and
Established 1854
feet 6 inches; third. Halvah Hart. 124 sion law in Maine. Willey said such a of Maine could not stand the neces “might" be deer or bear do not cause
The surplus fish purchase program
Pace
Representative, E. T. RL'NDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
them to pull triggers.
feet
5
inches;
fourth,
Raymond
Paul
law
should
be
drafted
and
enacted
tc
sary
tax
to
pay
an
old
age
pension
of the Federal Surplus Commodity Joe Todd (Larochelle) 6 40 3 80 3 40
Most of the shooting accidents of
96 feet 7 inches.
make payments dependent on need based on age."
I8-19T*StI
Corporation Is complete and all the Lu Hall (Drake)
3.70 3.30
3.89
fish has been distributed to relief Leu's Star (Crossman)
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas
Also started—Expressive Guy. Peter
agencies in various States. The cor
cf all kinds. Power machir.: stitch
Simmons and Croquette. Time. 2.14’i.
ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn
poration functions under that de
Fifth Race—2.13 Trot
ing Co., 16 Willow St.
partment. since most of the . urchases
Volo Mae (Cleary)
5.10 2 70 2.39
are of agricultural commodities.
John Deane (Raymond)
290 2.60
Last session Congress authorized the Alvin Guy (Crossman)
8.79
Qenuine CngraveJ
corporation to buy up to a million
Also started — Czar Frisco and
collars worth of surplus frozen fish Estelle D. Time, 2.1354.
Sixth Race—Classified Trot
and distribute it to relief agencies.
Al The Lowest Prices la Keloryl
9.00 6 40 6.60
Purchase must be made by June 3 Boblewyn (Clukey)
Visiting Cards
Foil (Crossman)
6 80 3 40
under the bill.
100 paneled cards, choice of 4
3.40
The corporation has discretion to Yankee (Jordan)
•tees and 30 styles oi engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED, only — $1.8$
Also started—Nancy Arion. Junior
buy less than the amount set as
maximum in any authorization, and Senator and Dock Volo. Time. 2.13*4.
Wedding Announcements
in this case the corporation spent
Seventh Race—Classified Trot
or Invitations
only $626,626 of the million dollars,
On while or ivory slock—wedand Pace
ding or plate finish. Inside and
before June 3. Shortly thereafter Klata Direct (Foye) 7.80 4.50 3 40
©utside envelopes, and PLATE IN
however, the corporation spent $14,- Croquette (Gerow)
82.00 26.00
CLUDED _____________ $8.9$
537 more, in Maine, Massachusetts, Joe Todd (Larochelle)
3.30
Social Stationery
and Pennsylvania.
Also started—Expressive Guy, Lu i
Last January, our buyers went Io the lamp markets to find a lamp
Special stylet for men and women.
The average cost of the fish under Hall. Peter Simmons and Leu's Star
A choice of lovely colors, mono
for the 1937 Campaign that would outdo all former offers . . .
the million-dollar program was 4 956 Time. 2.13*4.
grams and styles of engraving,
cents a pounu. Under the special
PLATE INCLUDED___________
Eighth Race—2.13 Trot
AND THEY DID IT! You'll wonder that such a beautiful
$2.25. $3.8$ and op.
subsequent program tt was a little
Volo
Mae
(Cleary)
9
40
490
4.19
more than five cents. This is exclu
PRACTICAL lamp could be purchased so reasonably. Read
Business Stationer?
4.70 4.10 I
sive of processing cost, incident to Estelle D. (Jordan)
SCO business cards or HammermiU
these offers—
Czar Frisco (Hardin)
6 60 j
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
shipping the fish to relief agencies.
CLUDED, only_________ $795
Also
started
—
Alvin
Guy
and
John
Under the original million-dollar
program. 387.623 pounds of fish, cost- Deane. Time, 2.10%.

FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

The Rotary Club

$1.00

ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR

H. M. PAYSON & CO.

Program Completed

Investment Bankers

Our Annual

STATIONERY

Lamp Campaign is On—
This Year's Offer is Finer Than Ever!

in, $24,115. were bought in Maine, in
cluding catfl.-h. cod, flounder, had
dock, hake, pollock, whiting, smoked
cod. smoked finnan haddie. This
went to relief agencies in Maine,
Oklahoma and Nebraska.
Under the special, subsequent pur
chase program, an additional 25.380
pounds was bought in Maine, cost
ing $1469. including pollock, whiting,
flounder, cod. smoked finnan haddie.
which was given to the Maine Relief
Association for distribution.
The only other New England pur
chase was made in Massachusetts.
Under the original program, 8310 091
pounds were bought, costing $398,301.
This included catfish, cod. haddock,
hake, mackerel, pollock and sole and
the fish were shipped to Rhode Island.
Connecticut. West Virginia. North and
South Dakota. Nebraska. Iowa, Mis
sissippi. Oklahoma, Texas. Michigan
Indiana. Illinois. Wisconsin, Minne
sota, Colorado, New Mexico, Kansas.
New Hampshire, and the District of
Columbia, besides what was used by
the Massachusetts relief agencies.
Under the special program. 237.781
pounds, costing $11,037, were bought,
including mackerel, haddock, hake,
cusk. pollock, codfish, catfish, shad,
whiting, flounder, and these went to
Connecticut and New York, besides
Massachusetts.
In the special program fish was
bought in Pennsylvania, also, 25,438
pounds, costing $2031.

(EASES rms MONTH

Ninth Race—Classified Trot
Boblewyn (Clukey)
3 70 3.30 2.80 •

The Courier-Gazette

would be resumed.

OFFER NO. 1

MAIL SCHEDULE
Effective October 1, 1937.
DEPARTURES
Mail Closes
Train No. 52
7.30 A. M.
Train No. 54
1 20 P. M.
Train No. 56
4.20 P. M.

Fall and Winter Schedule
Leaves Office Leaves Sta.
7.40 A. M.
8.00 A. M.
1.30 P. M.
2.00 P. M.
4.30 P. M.
5.00 P. M.

Train No. 776 Sunday only 2.00 P. M.

2.10 P. M.

ARRIVALS
Truck arrives at P. O............. 4.45 A. M.
Train No. 55 arrives at depot 10.25 A. M.
Train No. 57 arrives at depot 2.50 P. M.

Train No. 775 arrives at depot 10.00 A. M.

.95

Only #

daily except Sundays
Sunday only

Mail Closes
12.00 P. M.

Mail Arrives
7.15 A. M.

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND

Mail Closes
5.30 A. M.
10.00 A. ML
2.30 P. M.

Mail Arrives
7.30 A. M.
1.15 P. M.
4.30 P. M.

Includes the following—
I $5.95 Maple Bridge Lamp....................................... $5.95
6 60-watt Bulbs...................................................................... 90
I 100-watt Bulb ............................................................
.20

A total value of...........................................

2.00 P. M.

10.00 A. M.

$7.05

Mail Arrives

Mail Closes

Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

A Reyular $7.05 Value for

2.40 P. M.

ROCKVILLE STAGE

0

Matinieus
Criehaven
(Nov. 1 Tuesday and Friday)

7.00 A. M.

Mail Closes
Ash Point .......................................... j
Owl's Head ......................................... j 11.30 P. M.

Soath Thomaston
..................—. ,
But With Pruspict That N.Y.A. Will Spruce Head ..............
11.30 P. M.
Be Resumed At Quoddy
Clark Island
............. -.............'

National Youth Administration ac
tivities at Quoddy Village will termi
r.ate Oct. 31, it was said Thursday at
N.Y.A. headquarters, but with the
possibility of reopening next spring
and serving as a model for similar
schools in other parts of the country.
This is the reason for the visi
Quoddy lately by educators ant
dustrialists, who are interested it
sort of vocational guidance Quoddy
has been giving.

BcUer Sight BRIDGE LAMPS

Vinalhaven ..............................
Daily Except Sunday
North Haven ......... ...............................
Stonington ......................................... ,
Isle au Haul
............................
Lockout
.............................................
Atlantic ..............................................

Mail Closes
1.30 P. M.

3.30 P. M.1

Mail Arrives

OFFER ><>. 2

Huy 0 lump bulb* of any size
and yet I tOO-natt bulb FREE

i

Assures good quality,
evenly distributed
light

10.30 A. M.
10.00 A.M.

DUNCAN PHYFE
STYLE

Mail Arrives
9.30 A.M.

Well proportioned,
finely designed

1.30 P. M.

Frcnchboro
.....................................
Minturn ......... ................ ........ . .........
Swan's Island .............. ......................... 10.00 A. M.
Dark Harbor ......................................
Corridor open Sunday
10.00 A. M. to S.OO P. M.

Sorry—but we'll have to ask you to take the lamp with you,
"INSIDE-WHITE"
SHADE
Gives full reflection
value

we cannot deliver on this special offer.

The demand is

bound to be unusual for this remarkable offer—we suggest
that you get yours early.
t
»*

9.30 A. M.,

MAPLE FINISH
1.15 P.M.

Fits in with modern
decorations

RUBBER CORD

CEMTRM<wAAI N E
POWERzCOMPAMY
(k

Ev€ry-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, October 2, 1937
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Townsend Club No. 2 will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Cumming
Monday night with the president, of Houlton are making a short visit
Mrs. Minnie Miles.
with Supt. and Mrs. George J. Cum
ming.
B. Morton Haney, who served as
------private secretary to Gov. Wm. Tudor
Mrs- A^*ce Cav?n made a pie yesGardiner, will assume the city edi- I t^rday from blueberries picked by
torshlp of the Bangdr Commercial her husband in their field at Clark
Island.
next Monday.

Page Three

CHURC

7 15 service Mr. MacDonald will give
his first talk on his trip to the Holy
Edward Ladd of University of
9
HERE'S THE
Land. The happy prayer and praise
A reporter of The Courier-Gazette
Maine has been appointed second
Preached Against Herod
meeting will be held on Tuesday eve
WORKS!
did not long retain the laurels he had
lieutenant in the R.O.T.C. military
ning at 7.15.
|V
won for seeing the highest numbered
A single moving unit 1
l7Tl8192O|2122j23
organization.
• • • •
turns—and you have
Maine motor car. Donala H. Puller
At the time when Christ and
‘,,125,26127 28j29|3O
low-cost, dependable
At
the
Congregational
Church the
went him nearly 2000 Joints higher
Mr. and Mrs. Osgood A Gilbert John the Baptist were born, Pal
Automatic Heat for
unified service is now in effect, with
Thursday when he espied 157,385.
estine
was
not
under
immediate
leave Monday on a fortnight’s vaca
years to come. That’s
public
worship
and
church
school
beI
tion trip, visiting Washington. D. C. Roman rule. Herod the Great
the Delco Rotopower
ginning at 1020 a. m. The children j
was King. When he died his
Unit-an exclusive
A card party was held by Anderson , among other places.
.-hare
in
the
worship
service,
and
at

Delco feature.
kingdom was divided into three
Camp Auxiliary yesterday afternoon
Mrs. Anna Foley is chairman of the parts. Philip ruled the country tend classes during the sermon. A
at Grand 'Army hall and the follow
junior sermon will be included for the
ing were prize winners: Mrs. Twiggs, rummage sale being conducted today to the North and East of the Sea
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS Mrs. Pauline Brewster. Margaret at the Masonic Temple store by a
of Galilee. He abandoned Jew children. The theme of the sermon
Oct. 2—Annual dog snow of Maine
ish faith and lived a heathen in by Rev. Corwin H. Olds will be "The
Bowler and Mrs. Mae Reed. Another group from St. Peter's Church.
Kennel Club In Portland.
' Way of the Lord/’ Music will be by
River card party will be held Wednesday
his capital, Caesarea Phillipi
Oct 2—Vinalhaven—Pleasant
Orange fair
' the mixed quartet, which Mrs. Esther
Carl Spear, who has been attend
Archelaus
had
been
named
king
afternoon
with
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Morey
Oct. 2—R H S., Apple Day.
ing Bates College, returned home by Herod and ruled Judea Sa I Howard has rejoined as soprano.
Oct 2—Union—Meeting of Union and hostess.
Warren teachers at High School building.
• • • •
Wednesday to enter Knox Hospital, maria and Idumea but Caesar Au
Oct 2-3—Annual Held trial of Dama
where Thursday he underwent a seri gustus withheld the title and he 1 Weekend services at the Salvation
riscotta Sportsmen's Club In Bremen.
The Auxiliary to Huntley-Hill Post
Oct. 4—Shakespeare Society meets with
Army will be in charge of Captain
ruled as ethnarch.
Herod AnMrs Arthur S Littlefield. Talbot avenue. held an interesting meeting this ous nasal operation.
i
Bowness
and Lieut. Vincent: SaturOct. 5—Rockland Chamber of Com
tipas was the ruler under whose
merce membership meeting and ladles' week with a visitation of Mrs. Lu
oay, 7.30 p. m„ oper air service; 8,
Mrs. Alice Fernald of the telephone sway Jesus lived—as tetrarch.
night Masonic hall. Warren.
PRODUCT OF
Oct 5—North Waldoboro—Methodist cille Betts, department president, company local business office, will be'
Sometime in the course of his ' praise service, "Having a Purpose in
Ladles Aid fair at Maple Grange hall.
and staff. An excellent supper, di- in the Belfast office the next two
1 Life.
Sunday. 8.15 a. m., prison
Oct 7-9—Camden—Conference of State
GENERAL MOTORS
reeled by Mrs. Myra Watte and Mrs. | weefo suhstituting for Miss Ella ministry. John the Baptist, in service. Thomaston; 10.- Sunday
Garden Clubs at Whitehall Inn.
a flaming sermon, denounced
Oct 8—Opening meeting of Rubin' Ethel Prock preceded initiation cere
stelr Club at Unlversallst vestry
Smalley who is having a vacation.
Herod Antipas, Tetrarch of Gal j school; 11 holiness service. "Jonathan's
Oct 11—Knox County Teachers' Con- monies. Mrs. Bette was presented an
Courage;" 6 33 p. m.. Y. P Legion;
ilee
and Peraea, for his adulter
vrnt'on at Rockland.
electric clock by the local members.
The office of the Vinalhaven & ous marriages with Herodias the 7.30, open air service; and at 8 p. m„
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 14—Thomaston—Garden
Club
Rockland Steamboat Co. looked more wife of his brother Phillip. We ) Captain Bowness will take for his
meet* with Miss Margaret Ruggles.
Oct. 15—Union—Organ
recital at
Somebody in the Portland paper natural yesterday with the return of do not know the occasion but we topic "Eternal Vows" in line with the
Methodist auditorium
told with considerable two vacationists—Louis B. Cates and know John told him. “It is not keeping of “Lcyalty Sunday.”
Oct 15—Pleasant Valley Orange Fair Thursday
(Head Middle Street.)
flourish
of
having picked a ripe James Pettee.
• • • •
lawful for thee to have her.” This
Oct. 20—Union—Annual Orange lair.
Oct 21—Opening meeting of Baptist raspberry
Thursday.
Huh! The
marriage
brought
Herod
into
war
At
the
Littlefield
Memorial Church
Men's League.
John S. Ranlett, past commander
Oct 21—Annual meeting of Knox- writer of this item that day ate
with Aretas and Herod was put to 1 Sunday morning at 10.30. Rev. Charles
Ltncoln Farm Bureau at Rockland Com raspberry pie made from berries just of Ralph Ulmer Camp, S.W.V.. has
J A Marstaller will have as his sermon
lout.
munity Building.
received word from Washington, D.
Nov
5—Thomaston—Inspection
of picked on the premises of the Com
Herdoias egged on Antipas topic “The Purpose Of Our Experi
C., that he has been appointed aid
Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sisters.
munity Sweet Shop.
SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO., INC.
to go to Rome and demand of ences.” There will be special music
to the Commander-in-Chief, Alfred
Caligula that he be favored as and a children's story will precede the
TELEPHONE 8004
117-118
14C
PARK
STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Mrs. Eugenia Brault is making her
J. Kennedy.
had been Agrippa with the title sermon. The church school meets at
home with her daughter, Mrs. Alme Turning his car sharply to avoid
Beaudoin, Purchase street for the collision with another car Wednes
A familiar figure at Union Pair of King. In Rome he was con 11.45; the Children’s World Crusade
day
night
Charles
J.
Mitchell.
Jr.,
present.
this week was that of Charles K. fronted by charges from Agrippa at 5 o'clock and the junior C. E. at 6
drove through the fence on the Philbrick of Isiesboro. a former himself. He was deposed and Praise service and sermon come at J
I IMI
banished to Lyons in Gaul. So 7.15, the topic being "The Mastery of
Mrs. Minnie Smith is general chair southern end of the Justin L. Cross Rockland boy who has not missed
this infamous woman brought an ’Fear." There will be a vocal solo by
man of the Legion Auxiliary supper, premises at the corner of Main and [^e big Union show for so many years
en'd to Herod's rule but not with Mrs. Ruby Allen. The communion will i
street.
Justin
mere!) that he has completely lost count,
to be served to the public at Legion Holmes
out fatal results to John the
frowned
and
cut
another
notch
in
the
_____
be observed at the close of the service. | Senator Hale To Make Two
hall tonight.
stick. “That makes 10." he said.
Among those in attendance at BaptistPrayer meeting Tuesday evening at'
Appointments—“Exams”
7.30. The Ladies' Aid meets Wednes- |
China's "open door” never had any Union Pair Thursday was Allen L.
William A. Holman.
In Rockland
The Womans Association of the thing on Justin's open work fence. Kelley, 94 years of age, and one of i
day evening with Mrs. Maud Mather.
____
|
Congregational Church will hold the
Rockland's two surviving Civil War At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) The teen age World Wide Guild meets
Senator Frederick Hale will have i
first meeting of the season Wednes
Circle supper next Wednesday veterans. Was there any older per Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the services Thursday evening with Miss Laura
two appointments to the United I
day at 3 p. m., in the church parlor.
night at Universalist Church. The son at the fair? Was there any otrter for tomorrow will be: Matins at 7.10; I Sylvester.
States
Naval Academy to be made
housekeepers are Mrs. Lillian McRae. Grand Army man?
Holy Communion at 7.30; church
None but the best of wishes is en Mrs. R. W. Messer. Miss Blanche
this
fall
for entrance to the Academy
school at 9.30; Holy Eucharist and ' Sunday will be observed as Rally
tertained here for the Union Fair, Crandall, Mrs. W. R. Stewart. Miss
The American Legion has invited
in
1938
sermon at 10.30; vespers at 720 p. m. J Day at Pratt Memorial Methodist
but it does seem good to have Maud Staples. Mrs. J. C Cunning its Auxiliary to have an aerial
• • • •
j Church. The first service of the day
It has always been Senator Hale's j
Rockland's population back home.
In his sermon at the Universalist j will be the session of The Friendly custom to select ihls nominees to the
ham, Mrs Ambrose Mills, Mrs. Prank membership roundup at the same
Sherer, Mrs. S. P. Copeland, Mrs. date as Winslow-Holbrook Post. Church Sunday morning at 10.45. Dr Men's Bible Class at 9.30. At the Naval and Military Academies ailllEinBlin
si Ji.'LliliH
Miss Ruth E. Cluff of Auburn has A. M. Moody, Mrs. L. S. Davis Mrs. Auxiliarj’ members are asked to be Lowe will reply to the article by Wll- j 10.30 worship service the vested choir through preliminary competitive ex
joined the Central Maine staff in W. G. Dimick, Mrs M. B. Perry, Mrs. prepared for a call from the chair liain Corbin on "Why I Don't Go To will render special musical numbers. amination held for him under the
this city, succeeding Mrs. Carrie Wil R. L. Bird, Mrs. Ellen Holt and Mrs. man before Oct. 20.
Church." that appeared In the The pastor. Rev. Charles E. Brooks. auspices of !the Civil Service Com
liams Fowler as head of the Home George Stewart.
Libby Paladino, Jr., who inherits August number of the American j will have as the theme of his Rally mission and such a competitive ex
Service Department.
amination for designation of candi
GET A GENUINE
his father’s well known skill in the Magazine. Mr. Corbin has answered ] Day message ''Ready For Service.'
The Community Sweet Shop closed preparation of Italian dishes, will put his own question as to what theI The Baraca Class and church school dates to the Naval Academy will be '
Election of officers and important Thursday night, in what might well mat skU1 t0 a popular test Monday church has to offer that is unique will meet at noon and are making held on Saturday. Nov. 6. 1937. at 9 I
work will be the main features of the be termed a blaze of glory, the instl- and Tuesday when he serves a but he seems not to know it. Ses- plans fcr a large attendance. Win- a. m., local time, in Rockland.
Candidates receiving the highest *
Knox Hospital Auxiliary, at the meet tution having been besieged all day genuine Italian dinner at "Sim's " sions of the church school at noon in field Chatto will have charge of the
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, OCT. 4-5
ing to be held Tuesday afternoon, Oct, by Union Pair patrons. The pro- park street where he u emp)oyed the vestry.
Epworth League Rally service at 6.30 ratings, if otherwise qualified, will!
Prepared Especially For the Occasion By
5 Both old and new members are prietors have known little or no rest1 a,s chef.
p. m. The evening service of worship be designated by him as principals
LIBERALE PALADINO, JR., CHEF
asked to attend. Tea will be served. during the busy season, and have I
_____
“Calvary and Its Meaning For Man ' will start at 720 o'clock with a "hymn and alternates to take the regular j
well earned their winter vacation
The Lime Rock Railroad is some- will be the subject of the sermon at sing" led by Ralph U. Clark; Rev. entrance examination or submit
Patrons of Strand Theatre are re which will be spent, as usual, in Lake times subjected to sassy remarks on the First Baptist Church Sunday Florence A. Beern of Pownal. presi- certificates from High School or
ROCKLAND, MAINE
PARK STREET,
quested to go early Sunday, Monday Worth, Fla. By means of a yardstick the part of persons who are old morning. The church school with dent of the Maine Conference Worn- College which may be accepted by
and Tuesday during the showing of Ed and Mattie are showing friends enough to know better but the limit classes for all ages will meet at noon, an's Home Missionary Society, will the Academic Board in lieu of the
“The Life of Emile Zola.” in order the size of the fish they expect to of its indignities was reached The Endeavorers will hold their In- be the guest speaker. Prayer meet- regular mental entrance examina-1
tlon.
to get a seat. This picture will be catchI Thursday when Bert Mullen came spiration Hour at 6 o'clock. At the , ing Tuesday evening at 7.30 o'clock.
As Senator Hale confines his apshown at no advance in prices!
------! upon one of the trains unexpectedly
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to
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Club
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Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of the
dents of the State of Maine, only I
First Baptist Church will give to last night at Beach Inn. Lincolnville. The automobile was only slightly Rockland Tackles Dexter At Aged Stonington Man Fails
those candidates will be authorized
morrow night the first talk on his for superstition was gone with the damaged, and the varnish on one of
Community Park — Will
In Alienation Charge, Bos- to take the competitive examination
wind
when
a
chicken
banquet
loomed
the
rock
cars
was
scratched,
trip to the Holy Land. Always an
whose parents or legal guardians are
_____
Be Real Tackling, Too
ton Court
interesting speaker. Rev. Mr. Mac in sight. Delivering home town palegal and voting residents of Maine.
pers
in
fair
wind
and
foul
makes
for
A
step
forward
was
made
at
a
reDonald will undoubtedly delight his
Candidates to be eligible for ad
husky appetites, and the boys did J cent special meeting of the school Dexter High School meets Rock
Suit of an 81-year-old Maine man
audience. All are invited.
mission to the Naval Academy must
full justice to the tasty viands. In board when members voted to intro- land High at Community Park this
against his stepdaughter, charging be citizens of the United States and
the group were George Wood, Har- duce physical education in the pub- afternoon. Smarting under the lick
Judge Harlan F. Stone of the Su
old Richards. John Huke Milton Rol- , lie schools. The board feels very ing they received at Hallowell last alienation of affections, was thrown unmarried. They must be not less
preme Court, who spent several hours
than 16 years of age nor more than
Uns, Richard Seaman. Gordon Rich- fortunate in securing Miss Mary
at the Rubenstein Antique shop on
Saturday Coach Matheson's boys , out of Suffolk Superior Court Friday. 20 years of age on April 1st of the
ardson, Frederick
Perry, Elmer Lawry to conduct this interesting
Francis Trundy. Stonington. Deer calendar year In which they enter
the way to his summer home in Isle
Plnkham, Elmer Lufkin, with guests, work, which will be carried on at will endeavor to redeem themselves.
au Haut, was a caller once more on
Isle,
did not take the stand in the the Academy. If the candidate has
John M. Richardson, Jasper E. Raw- high school and junior high as well Coach Matheson has been driving
his return this week to Washingto:
few
minutes
the case was on trial be not reached his sixteenth birthday j
ley, Ruth Ward and Katherine Me- ’ as the grades. Miss Lawry who has his charges hard since the Hallowell
D. C., Atwater Kent of Bar Harbol
Donald.
already entered upon her duties is cataclysm, and stressing the single fore Judge David F. Dillon. Judge on or before April 1st. or if he will j
Whether itls freezing cold ... or
was also a visitor at the shop re
have reached his twentieth birth- j
-----------------j a graduate of Sargent School of PhyDilon threw the suit out when he
wing-back
formation
instead
of
the
cently
day on or before March 31 of the
mild and balmy—D & H ConeThe mystery of the One Minute i sical Education in Boston, Class of
Blocking and
tackling discovered it was a second marriage calendar year In which he expects
Cleaned Anthracite provides your
Murder in the Paris subway. During 1936. There is an increase of 50 double.
Members of
Winslow-Holbrook 60 seconds someone drove a stiletto pupils at junior high this year and practice has been frequent, and if the for Trundy and his wife, who was to enter the Naval Academy he will
home with the snug warmth your
Pest heard lots of interesting things through the throat of the beautiful Principal Blaisdell and the direc- Rockland boys do not show improv?- mother by a previous marriage of be ineligible for admission
family’s health demands. Home
As the physical and visual require- .
at their meeting Thursday night. blonde police spy and got away. , tors feel sure this new subject will men in all branches of the game it Mrs. Miriam Green. Cambridge.
comfort
becomes a by-word ... as
will
not
be
the
fault
of
that
mentor.
ments
for
admission
to
the
Naval
Rev. Corwin H. Olds told about his Read the thrilling true-life story in help greatly in relieving congestion,
Trundy. according to court at
day after day ... month after month
trip into the Canadian Northwest; the American Weekly, the magazine | Miss Lawry is the elder daughter of The lineup for today’s game has taches. is oldest man ever to allege Academy are very strict, candidates
Col. Basil H. Stinson gave a thumb distributed with the October 3 Boston Dr. and Mrs. O. R. Lawry, Oak not been definitely settled upon, but alienation of affections in a Boston who find that they are deficient in
—D & H Anthracite keeps supply
will bp something like the following: court.
either respect should make every
nail sketch of the Eastern States Ex Sunday Advertiser.
118*lt street.
ing a steady flow of even heat . . .
Ic—Eohm or Hanley.
position, and several buddies gave
effort to remedy such deficiencies in
to every corner of every room. In
Lt—Perry or La Crosse.
order to qualify under the rigid ex
their version of flow New York
MARRIED
spect
your bin today . . . and order
Lg—Mazzeo or Anderson.
PROFESSIONAL
aminations required before admission
looked to them during the National DAVIS-BENNER—At Rockland. Sept. 25.
by Mias Pearl Borgeraon. J. P.. Claude
D
&
H Anthracite.
C-Duff.
tc
the
Academy.
Convention of the American Legion.
E. Davie and Vera Benner, both ol
Rockland.
Rg—Bergen.
Those wishing to take the competl- j
LERMOND-TOBIB—At Portland. Sept.
Rt—Gray.
tive examination Nov. 6, should
Special sale of India prints—suit
29. by Rev Charles H. Davis. Sidney
Lennond of Bath and Miss Eliza
Re—Huntley.
#
notify Senator Hale at 12 Monument
able for wall hangings, curtains, bed B
beth Toble ol Thomaston.
Training at Westinghouse School Ob—Rawley.
Square, Portland. Maine, not later
or couch covers; also exquisite Per
and Ten Years’ Experience
Lhb—Billings.
sian hand painted and woven pieces
than Oct. 10 In order that names may
BORN
for living room; today and first of KIMBALL—At Rockland. Sept. 30.
be submitted to the Civil Service
676 Main St.
Rockland Rhb—Skinner.
ROCKLAND, ME.
519 MAIN STREET,
James F . son of Mr. and Mrs. James
next week. What-Not Gift Shop, 491
Commission before the closing date
Formerly M. S. Dick Welding Shop Lb—Karl.
Kimball, aged 9 yean. 6 months. 7
days.
Funeral
8undav
at
9
o'clock
Main St.—adv.
In the opening game there was
cn which applications are received
Rockland Phone 116
from 9 Otis street. Burial at York
a fine response to the appeal for pa
by the Commission. Full information
Beach.
THE
FUEL’FOR
COMFORT
or residence, Warren, 2-11
regarding the subjects to be covered
Public Harvest Dinner served'by KINNEY—At St George. Oct. 2. Earl E
111-113 tronage and it is hoped there will be
Kinney, aged 44 years. 10 months. 7
another big crowd on hand today.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps at G A R.
by the competitive examination and
days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock,
from residence.
Hall Thursday. Oct. 7, from 11 to 1.
authorization for taking the exam
DESIGNS OE’ DIGNITY
Price 35c.—adv.
118-119
“Do you ever cut anyone?" he asked
ination will then be sent to the candi
CARD OF THANKS
AND DISTINCTION
the barber's assistant after the lather
dates.
We wish to express our thanks to the
employee of A. C. McLoon « Co., offi
for a shave had been applied.
Senator
Hale
does
not
have
an
If
you
contemplate
the early se
FOREVER
cials and employes of American Lobster
lection of a monument to honor
"I do sometimes," replied the assist
appointment to the Military Academy
Co., Knox Lodge 29. I.O.OtF.. and al!
Our Memorials arc permanent,
othera for the beautiful flowers sent,
the memory of one who has
ant, stropping the razor vigorously.
and also for the kind messages of sym
of dignity ar.d beauty, keeping until the fall of 1938 for entrance in
passed on. you are invited to
pathy at the time of our late breave“What happens then?" he asked.
1939. and his next competitive ex
memory
of
t/ved
ones
gtern
today,
consult us regarding one that will
ment In the death of our dear husban'l
tomorrow
and
forever.
"Well,
the
boss
fines
me
a
bob
if
it
’
s
amination
for
designation
of
candiand father. We are also grateful to all
be most appropriate. Our large
those who loaned their cars and eaThis firm will continue under | dates to the Military Academy will
assortment of suitable designa
a small cut and five bob if it's a nasty
I peclally to the deceased ! nurse. Mrs
active direction of RALPH A. probably be held some time in the
Will give you an exceptionally
' Stella Elwell for the care and loving
one," answered the assistant.
MORTICIANS
services.
GLENDENNING.
wide choice and assure a satisfac
AMBULANCE SERVICE
fall of 1938.
"Does he always fine you?"
Mrs. Annie M Simmons and family.
tory selection.
"Always," replied the assistant,
Ambulance Service
Patient—Doctor, how i
stropping the razor still more vigor
my
CARD OF THANKS
WILLIAM f.DORNAN4SON
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
chances?
ously. “But he can fine me as much
We wish to thank all our friends and .
for their kind deeds and beau
20 LINDSEY ST.
ROCKLAND
Doc—Oh, pretty good, but I
TEL. 662
as he likes this week, 'cos I've drawn
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND neighbors
tiful flowers. In our recent bereavement. I 9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
EAST UNION ami THOMASTON
TEL. 502-W
I wouldn't start reading any continued
a horse in the Irish sweep.”—Ex
Mr and Mrs Robert Hickman and
1133130
119-tf falmlv. Mr and Mrs. U. O. Harvey and
98tf change.
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Carter, son

Is Sharply Criticised By Sen Donald, Mr. and Mrs. George Carter,
ator Femald Addressing daughter, Lilia and grandson, Floyd

Prior, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter, J
4 5
6 6
n 1
10
2 3
7
11
1
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Winchenbach,
(By Chuck Cochard)
12
15
ah
Addressing Northern Light Grange Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Delano, daugh- |
tt
ter. Beatrice and son Reginald mo- ,
j at White's Corner, Winterport, Me.,,
1
ib
14 15
17
tored Sunday to Portland to attend
The quiet hamlet of Greenfield,
Thursday night. State Senator Roy the launching of the boat St. Joseph
Ind. has set out to make a national
1 IT
nr iS
19 26 11
16
built by W. S. Carter and owned by 1
j L. Femald said:
shrine of the rambling, two-story
ft
"The efficient and economical job John Sappia of Portland.
2b w 27
25
boyhood home of James Whitcomb
■ of building roads in Maine—the
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry and
Riley, painter-poet. Organizing as
ft
56 Si
41
J4
29 J 1
proper function of the State High daughter. Eda, are passing a week
the Riley Old Home Society, resi
way Commission, is greatly impaired with relatives and friends in Boston.
dents of Oreenfield have induced the
J5
3b
by, and delayed by the petty politics
Town Council to buy the green-shut
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pitcher of New
of Maine seven old men'—the Gov castle spent last weekend at the
tered, white frame house, on U. S.
L
ernor's Council—a political body Lawry cottage at Forest Lake.
Highway 40. where the Indiana poet
34 ___ >J 46
42"
5T
36
I often spoken of as 'the Graveyard
41
lived until he was 20. Old-timers dis
Gordon Murphy, son of Mr. and
of Politicians.' If 36 States can func Mrs. Wilbur Murphy, underwent a
agree as to the exact site of the birth
4?
nr
43 44
4b
47
tion without a Governor's Council, tonsil operation recently.
cf the poet, but agree that he came
why not Maine? Sooner or later
into the world in a log cabin that
50
49
51
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Benner were
52 56
Maine will begin to appreciate the
later became a summer kltehen at
recent
visitors
in
Dutch
Neck.
WalJ
value of its tourist business and will |
the rear of his boyhood home. Just
54
55
bb
57 1
56
not permit its main arterial highways doboro.
how far away the cabin originally
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller and
b0
I to be tom up and under construc
bl bl
59
stood is not certain.:
tion during our busy tourist season daughter Maryin of Thomaston were I
"Blown-g^ss" windows, a back
b2>
b4
k5
which is from July first to Labor recent callers on friends and rela- !
yard bright with hollyhocks in sum
tives here.
Day.
mer and an old apple-tree marks the
HI
J
L
bb
Mrs. William Lewis who was guest
"Why not elect men to the office
Riley home. Inside the front door
of Governor who are big enough to 01 her daughter Mrs. Leland Trask j
is an unsupported circular staircase,
be Governor in their own right? The of Swan's Island, has returned home.
built by the poet's father Ruben A.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
17-Hurl
51- A fruit (pi.)
1-Arbi»rate
place of the puppet in politics in
Riley, a Civil War captain, skilled
Friendship Temple Pythian Sisters
20- The Occident
6-Abides
52- Start suddenly
Maine is rapidly vanishing and will held inspection Monday night, with
cabinet maker and Greenfield lawyer.
21- Allow
54- Guided
12- Besides
have completely vanished by 1938 District Deputy Grand Chief Hazel
Beneath it is the cubbyhole and
22- Deep hole
13- A condiment
55- A shade free
23- Long grass stem
clothes closet so graphically de
14- Series of steps over 56- Definite article
"It is not economy or good busi- j Deane of Yarmouth as inspecting
An important phase of the behind-the-scenes activity in Michigan's giant automobile industry consists of the
26-Condensed moisture
8-Flying mammal
a fence
arrival of raw materials by rail and water from all quarters of the globe.
.
. „
ness for Maine to take all summer to officer. A banquet was served under
scribed by Riley's favorite heroine,
28-Old English length
In the picture, great magnetic hoists, lifting nearly two tons of ingots at a time, are building a mountain of pigs
16-Wants
59-Lock of hair
tar
its
roads.
If
Maine
is
to
be
a
‘•Little Orphant Annie.” Annie, in
the
chairmanship
of
Oeneva
Tiiomoj
beside the steamship dock. These are for use by Chevrolet's huge Saginaw Grey-Iron Foundry in turning out
measure
18- Mariner
61-Arrange, as
i
tourist's
paradise,
the
job
of
tarring
reality was the Riley's "hired girl."
31-Asslsted
Chevrolet cylinder blocks.
son, the tables being prettily deco
19- Shoemaker’s tool
hangings
33-Adores
22-Look into curiously 63-Extent of volume
---------------------------------------------------the main arteries of travel should be
The home will be restored with period
rated with flowers. The meeting was
37- Protectlon
24- Small rug
65- Grows old
Special
music
by
the
choir
under
the
completed
not
later
than
July
1st.
furniture, the poet's library, china- ler's book-burning spree. Ludwig is
opened
with
the
most
excellent
ch.tf.
.
NORTH HAVEN
38- Gain
25- Fresh water tortoise 66- Harvesting
leadership
of
Mrs.
Austin
Joy.
The
Give
Maine's
tourist
business
a
ware and family pictures.
now living in Zurich. Switzerland,
Gertrude Oliver, presiding.
The | 27- Weird
39- Narrate
machines
40-Cut In small pieces
In “Lighthouses of the Maine subject of the sermon will be "What chance to grow and develop without \ WOrk was exemplified. Mrs. Carlton ' 28- Feminine suffix(Fr.) 67-Those who sow
In the town square stands a half- with his family.
41- Marry
29- Musical note
life-size figure by the sculptress,
Coast" by Robert Thayer Sterling. Happens When Christians Pray?" being messed up and tarred up by Simmons serving as candidate. Re
VERTICAL
42- Rags
former Lighthouse Keeper at Goose At the conclusion of the service the state tar that should be on the ! marks were made by the district , 30- The Orient
Myra Richards—the gift of thousands
The Library Company of Philadel
1-Conquers
44-Across
32-Narrate
of American school children who phia, which, like many other libra Rock Light. Charles L. Knight tells Lord's Supper will be observed. At 7 roads. When Maine gets ready to! deputy grand chief, the past grand
46- Direct
34- A time period(abbr-) 2- Place where milk
products are kept 47- A wager
35- Humor
contributed pennies to pay its cost.
ries, has been through hard times many interesting experiences in the o'clock young people's hour conducted follow this program. Maine will be chief, Clara Welsh of Old Town, and
3- Sick
48- Snare
36- Monetary unit
during the past five years, is asking' service at Hendrick s Head. Goose by Marjorie Huse. All young people in reality the tourist's paradise of past chiefs, Mabie Mason of Yar• • • •
50-Dropsy
4- On the ocean
(abbr.)
In her 48 years Fannie Hurst, for 8150.000 to enable it to continue Rock Light and on the Kennebec ‘ are invited. Sunday Schoon convenes the United States and the taxpayers' I mouth and Shirley Bowley. Mrs.
53-Degrade
5- Preposition
38-Full of moisture
55-Femlnine sufflx(Fr.)
7- Plural suffix
40-Cut down
American novelist, has worked as a to operate. This library was found- River. North Haven he refers to as at 10 o'clock The record for the year vacatlonland. The increased out of' Stickney and Mrs. Weaver of Warren,
57-Rlm
8- Numerous
State tourist business that Maine is The district deputy, received a gift i 43-lnterjection
waitress and salesgirl, made close ed in 17tl by Benjamin Franklin and a "delightful little town" and of its begins Sunday.
9- Alcoholic beverage 60-Weaken
Ivan Quinn is attending school in sure to get from this program will! from Friendship Temple, the presen- 1 45-Opinion
studies of the stage and the store, was the first public library to be op- people says "none better to be found
10- Entries in account 62-Crimson
47- Foundation
assure each and every town and city tation being made by the most excel64- Senior (abbr.)
11- A relative (pi.)
participated in civic movements and erated on the American Continent, j anywhere in the Pine Tree State, Boston
48- Tantalum (abbr.)
65- Diohthonq
15-Domesticate
49- Equal
Milton Beverage is at Suffolk °l Maine increased prosperity, in- i lent chief.
politics. Of late she has been active all other libraries at that time being people very neighborly who pull toUniversity for his second vear.
creased valuation of its farms and
in the cause of better housing. Much open only to students. It has con- gether."
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Postmaster and Mrs. Carlton Sim
that she has seen and heard and tinued to serve as a public library
Doris Brown was a Rockland vis- 1 Eleanor Brown is teaching school homes' increased business and a re mons have returned from a weekend
ROCKVILLE
suiting increase in revenue which visit at Hingham Beach, Mass. Mrs
done has been recorded in the long for more than 200 years. Much of ltor recently.
*
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,
will
reduce
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tax
Rockland
list of novels that have been appear its historical material was collected
Merle Mills was in
Harry C. Magee, who accompanied
Mr. andMrs.Blackingtonof Rock-[burden nQw being
by
Mrs. R. F. Gomph of San Francisco ! 'l D L-C
ing under her name for a quarter by Benjamin Franklin, who was one Thursday on business,
our | them, remained for a more extended (formerly Miss Margaret Bronkie) is' Mi i )s:s
land are guests of Mr and Mrs. Jesse
S.T cipIp
Maine citizens. No longer will you visit.
of the first collectors in America. I Miss Gilbert of the Humane Socentury.
spending a few wgeks with Mrs. Inez
Brown. ,
read in your Maine newspapers of
Last March Miss Hurst went to recognizing as he did that these rare c‘ety addressed the High School and
S.E.P '.M
Mr. and Mrs Frank Beverage went this town or that town being bank- j Mrs. Rufus Condon and Mrs Ran C. Bronkie.
Italy to complete a novel. When she and early works relating to the settle- 8rade pupils Friday on "Kindness to
L AI •
dall Condon were recent visitors in
Tuesday to the mainland for rupt."
Tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock
rac
returned home with her husband. ment of this country would be not, Animals
Lewiston.
a visit with friends.
,
the meeting at Mrs. Addison ColiaT icZiF.
Alexander Witherspooa is attending
Jacques Danielson, she ^vealed her only precious possessions for future
Several residents are having houses mores will be an outdoor service.
kiS.sTc n icie
ONLY ONE RETURN
hew novel would be about this generations but ultimately tools for the Boston Radio School,
weather permitting, and Bert Larpainted and shingled.
j After another summer at then"changing world." Of her stay abroad the historian.
S H ri i ■
_
Mr. and Mrs Lawreston Davis en- com6 will be the speaker.
/
cottage Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E Marshe had this to say: “I have found no
Here la Some More Information Con
L A- I 'cI~It u:l1
tertained
friends
last
weekend.
'
Mr.
and
Mrs
N.
I.
Edminster
of
tell returned Wednesdty to Newtoncerning Social Security Act
peace anywhere. It is a troubled
APPLETON MILLS
Mrs. Geneva Thompson and Bern- Bangor were guests of Mr and Mrs.
ville.
world. The first thing I saw this
Forest Beverage was a business vis
,
Commissioner of Internal Revenue ard Brow substituted at the postoffice
A- Sherer a few days this week,
morning was a milk w’agon. but I
Mrs. Ruth Charlton (Ruth Counce) itor Wednesday in Rockland.
Guy T. Helvering announces that during the recent absence of Post- The-V attended the Union Fair Thurswould rather hear the din of milk
of Norfolk, Va.. called on friends here
Worship Sunday will be at 11
.' i employers subject to tax under Title master and Mrs. Carlton Simmons. ' daj'bottles and garbage cans than to be
recently.
o'clock with sermon by the pastor.
■ Vin of the Social Security Act will
The home of Mr. and Mrs. William
awakened every morning by the roll
Mrs Wilbur Morse was hostess re
Miss Agnes Robbins has returned
■ ■- be required to file only ohe lnforma- cently at a family party honoring the C'Jala was the scene of a happy ,
op drums as I have been for the past
How They Prepare Broiled
to the home of her sister Mrs. Cassie
gathering Wednesday night, the oc
teverai weeks."
tion return for the period July 1 to birthday of Mr Morse.
Paul, after spending the summer in
Lobster In One New York
Dec. 31. 1937. This is the return on) _
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casion being In honor of Mrs. j• • • »
„„ _
j__ _
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Geneva Thompson, accompanied by
Rockland where she had employment.
Forms SS-2 and S8-2a on which the i _
„ „ _ .
.
O Jala's birthday.
Refreshments, j
With more than 100.000 volumes in
Restaurant
,
.
.
! Eva Russell, Gertrude Oliver. FlorIncluding two birthday cakes made |‘
employer reports to the collector of i
_
. . , „
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bennett were
its Scandinavian department library,
.
.
,
.
ence
Burns
and
Annie
Doe.
motored
<•« ---------------------------- By EARLE FERRIS--------------by Mrs. Thomas Monden and Mrs. A. | Persons who have resided on the
internal revenue the amount of wages
the University of Minnesota's col visitors Sunday at Mrs. Adella
,
.
Tuesday to Camden Where they atpaid to each employe. These returns . ....
.
. ' ,,
Gushee's.
Lehto were served; and cards, danc- Maine coast are sometimes shocked
ZZIE NELSON plans to take a year oil except tor radio. He 11 do his
lection, is recognized as the finest
JL
' tended the Pythian Sisters mstallaare
used
both
for
verifying
the
accur[Qn
|
ing and conversation ruled the eve- when they read what the metropoiiSunday
night
program
from
the
coast,
but
aside
from
that
he
is
going
Appleton
High
School
baseball
team
library of Scandinavian works in the
to vacation. For six or seven years Ozzie has been working constantly acy of the monthly Federal social
nlng until the “wee sma' hours."
United States. The University col won Friday over Liberty High School
without m o r eO---------------------------------------------security tax returns and as a basts
Mr and Mrs OW straffin and Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Ed tan newspapers say about lobsters.
lection is the only one in this coun by 6-5. at the South Montville Grange
than a few days > their time outside the studio with
for
crediting
wages
to
the
accounts
son
of Brockton, Mass., were recent Blom of Ash Point. Mr. and Mrs. Eino |"And soi was Ellen D. Tolman of Auoff at any one each other. They’ve been close
try which contains a complete record Fair.
of employes in the Federal old-age gueste 0{ Mr' and
E H Lawry Koljonen and daughters. Madelyn ^burn, Mass., when she read in a
time. He figures , friends for years.
of proceedings of the governing
Mrs. Earl McIntosh and friends
he deserves the
. .
„ .
benefits program.
Mr and Mrs' w A Marriner of and Esther of Spruce Head. Mr. and Massachus etts newspaper a recipe for
rest. His wife Jack Benny was in hopes that he
bodies of Norway, Denmark and were recent callers on Mrs. Carolyn
This announcement is of interest I Va^alboro. Mr. and Mrs. Turner of Mrs. Emil Rivers of Rockland. Mr.
Harriet Hilliard^ would have some member in the
Sweden.
"Broiled Lobster, the Maine Dish.
Page.
will sing on the - cast that he could heckle this seato the hundreds of thousands of em- New Hampshire and Mr. and Mrs. W and Mrs. Alttt Lehto. Misses Sisko
“In the past, Scandinavian stu
program too' son- But he returns with Mary
But
here is her letter to The CourierRichard Gushee is attending the
ployers who are required to file this D' pitcher of Damariscotta dined at j an.j
Lehto. Laurie Meklin of
and will wo'rk in' I Livingston, Phil Harris, Kenny
dents have shown slight interest in University of Maine.
the
E.
H.
Lawry
home
recently.
Gazette
:
type of return. Instead of requiring
Warren. John Hurme, Miss Eila Hume
the movies. ButI Baker and Don Wilson, the same
the courses our department offered,
her part of the ’ troup he had when he left the air.
Recent guests at Mr . and Mrs.
a return for the current quarter i Mr. and Mrs. Roland Burns and of West Rockport. Mrs. Ida Lehtinen, j “I hav» read with interest your
Andrew A Stromberg. department
show doesn't i Alice Frost, radio’s "girl of a hun
which ends Sept. 30 and another re- ; lw° children who have been visiting Miss Helen O'Jala, Miss Vivian [ articles about Maine lobster. When
head, commented. “They were too Joshua Wentworth's were Mr. and
take as long as dred voices.” starred on "Big Sister"
Mrs.
Frank
Hanley.
Mrs.
Hamilton
turn for the quarter ending Dec. 31, Mr and Mrs- E A Burns, have re- j O'Jala. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Monclose to the immigration period of
Ozzie's to re- i over CBS. was determined to glv#
the enclosed picture and headlines
and
(Mrs.
Horton
of
Camden.
the
employers will gnake one six- turned to Damariscotta.
1 den. Raymond O'Jala and Mr. and
hearse.
their parents. As they became more
came
to my notice a shudder passed
1 Mrs. William O'Jala.
month return, which will be filed
The Community Club of Appleton
widely separated from that era they
“ A r rowsmlth ”
through
my entire system.
Required immediately, houseman,
with collectors on or before Jan. 31,
are taking an increasing Interest in has recently sponsored two success
Ozzie Nelson
and “Anna
“
Such
a
combination passing off as
single,
sleep
in.
help
relieve
pantry
|
1938.
'Have you anything to say before I
Christie” are
studying the culture and historical ful entertainments, a beano party,
Maine lobster! Keep up your good
two
plays
on
the
winter
schedule
of
Commissioner
Helvering
emphar
Advertisement
In
a
daily
paper.
!
pass
sentence
on
you?
at
which
Earl
Butler
received
a
quilt
backgrounds of their origins."
the Radio Theatre. It would mark
sized that the change in the filing | Gur young nephew is convinced
“Yes, your honor, I should like you work for there is nothing equal to
• • • •
snd a play given Friday. This was
the first time that a Eugene O'Neill
period
for
these
Information
returns
that
the
Job
would
suit
him
splenI
to
have your lunch first."—Pearson's ,Maine lobster prepared the Maine
play has been on the Monday night
This year Girl Scouting celebrates a laughable take-off on the oldwill not alter the filing date for the ( didly —Exchange.
[ Weekly.
way.
dramatic hour but Sinclair Lewis,
its 25th birthday in Amercia. As a fashioned melodrama, and was en
"Why not print, now and then,
who wrote "Arrowsmith,” had his
tax
returns
on
Form
SS-1
which
special anniversary volume Fjeri! titled “He Ain't Done Right By Nell,"
"Dodsworth” done last season.
genuine
Maine recipes in your, and
must continue to be made by em
Hess has writeen “Shanty Brook with cast: Mrs Evelyn Pitman.. Wil
our. home paper. Every success to
“
We
The
People,"
which
brings
un

ployers
each
month,
and
that
delin

liam Darroch, Mrs. Esther Moody,
Lodge" a scout story.
usual persons from all walks in life
Jou.”
quency penalties are being asserted
Emil Ludwig, whose books are Mrs. Elizabeth Gushee, Miss Olive
to the microphone, will return to the
The Courier-Gazette is unfortu
when
employers
fail
to
file
the
air over CBS network on Oct. 7.
widely acclaimed, was born in Bres Gushee, Arnold Pitman and Philip
nately unable to reproduce the broiled
Gabriel
Heatter
will
serve
as
the
monthly
tax
returns
on
time.
Keene.
An
entertainment
preceded
lau on Jan. 25, 1881, the son of a cele
host in place of Phil Lord, who was
Jive lobster picture, but here is what
It was also pointed out that In
brated ophthalmologist. His father's the play, selections by the High
heard on the last series.
the Massachusetts paper said:
formation
return
Form
SS-3
calls
for
scientific work in behalf of public School Glee Club accompanied by"Fresh broiled lobster Is an Ameri
They hired Dorothy Lamour as a
wage date only from the first day of
health caused the young man to take Mrs. Helen Gushee; a pianologue,
singer on that big Sunday night
can privilege. Try this variation on
the
quarter
In
which
the
employe
up the study of social welfare; but Mrs. Carolyn Page and Mrs'. Helen
show with Fields and Charlie Mcthe subject, invented by Cunard
dies or attains age 65, but that in i
even the acquisition of a Doctorate Gushee; duet by Miss Ruth Arring
Ullwarne. who insists it is a marvel
view
of
the
authorization
of
the
sixof Jurisprudence could not kill his ton and Miss Olive Gushee; music on
ously inexpensive way to make a regal
month
information
return
period,
]
guitar
and
harmonica
by
Ralph
enthusiasm for literature. At 15 he
ALICE FROST
dish. For four persons use two lob
every
employer
filing
a
Form
SS-3
1
became interested play-writing and Griffin.
sters. each about l'J pounds, one
pertaining
to
such
period
should
in

up
acting
at
the
age
of
ten.
Yearn

between the ages of 20 and 30 he
pound fresh mushrooms, four ripe toing to play an angel in her school
clude wages from July 1, 1937, so that
wrote 12 plays, all in verse, six o
TENANT'S HARBOR
production of "Hansel and Oretel,”
riiatoes, one can tomatoes, one jar of
complete
data
may
be
available
for
Alice tried out for the part and was
which iiaie been staged. Until he
artichokes costing less than 40 cents.
the employe's tax and wage accounts.
rejected because she was mischiev
W’as 30 he had never written a word
Services Sunday at the church on
Split the live lobsters as for broiling.
ous instead of cherubic. Now she
of prose for publication. Shortly be- the hill will be at 10.30, with the
makes mischief and puns on Walter
In center of each half lobster, place a
GROSS NECK
fore the World War he went to Lon- pastor continuing the series of three
O'Keefe’s show—for fancy fees.
tomato stuffed with artichoke hearts
don as the correspondent for a Ger- messages on “Christ the Way, the
(three to a tomato), or else slice to
During a visit to Honolulu, Maestro
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Genthner of
man daily newspaper. After four Truth and the Life.” “The Truth"
B. A. Rolfe discovered that most
matoes and spread along lobster and
ORT Lennox, aituated on
South
Waldoboro
were
recent
guests
years of newspaper work he gave it will be the subject this week. At the
“native” Hawaiian music is based on
the Richelieu River in X
top with the artichoke hearts. Gar
of Mr. Genthner's sister Mrs. Melvin
New England hymns which were
up to write books. He wrote novels Happy Hour of Music and Message
Canada about ten mile* fromM
nish each half lobster with four
Genthner.
taught to the inhabitants by the first
the American border is famous Z
at first and then turned to the field service at 7 o'clock the Young PeoWi
I
missionaries from this country.
mushroom heads, as shown in the
Harry
Creamer
has
been
a
recent
in
both
American
and
Cana*
of biography where he achieved pies Choir will furnish the music- The
Above photograph. Broil under oven
dian history Originally known M».s
Rockland visitor.
Joe Penner, who
world-wide fame almost immediately, j sermon topic will be "The Importas lie aux Noix, it was here "'-S’
flame for frem 12 to 18 minutes. Just
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irvine
Condon
and
made
"Do
You
Because he is a Jew many of his ?nce of the Death of Christ." Next
that the American generals OB
Wanta Buy a
before done, -pour a little of the spe
Mrs. Fred Libby of Thomaston spent
Schuyler and Montgomery is
books played a prominent role in Hit- [ Wednesday’s prayer and praise serv
Duck" and "You
cial Wivel sauce over them, and re
sued
their
famous
proclamation
Wednesday
evening
at
Melvin
Nasty Man”
ice w’il! be devoted to meditations on
DOROTHY LAMOUR
inviting
Canadians
to
join
the
turn to grill for another two minutes.
Genthner's.
household
the theme, “Prayer in the life of
Congressional troops during the
phrases, has de
The sauce is easy: Boll can of toma
Carthy.
Then
they
discovered
she
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Eugiey
and
War of Independence in 1775.
the Lord Jesus." Every man of Bawas an accomplished radio actress cided to stimu
toes andj the chopped mushroom stems
children have been recent visitors
The fort was constructed in
raca Class is urged to be present
as well. Consequently, like Nelson late curiosity as
1759 and in the same year,
together for 20 minutes. Season with
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
well
as
provoke
Eddy and Don Ameche, she is heard
Sunday morning when Mr. Bragdon
manned by the French, it made
laughter on his
salt and pepper. Strain. After pour
A.
Stewart
at
Broad
Cove.
in
a
variety
of
roles.
Almost
every
and Rev. Newell J. Smith will give
the last stand against the Brit
time a girl's part in a dramatic new series. The
ing sauce over lobster, prinkle with
Mrs. Mildred Genthner and daugh
ish, following the fall of
reports from the State Rally of Basketch turns up, aside from the guest only change Joe
grated parmesan cheese. Then roll
Quebec.
With
the
capture
of
ter
Georgia
of
Broad
Cove
were
has
made
in
the
star role, the glamorous Lamour says
raca Classes which they will attend
lie aux Noix, Montreal became
two minutes and serve.—(From Wivel
guests Sunday at Melvin Genthner's.
"Why, I think I can take care of cast is a new girl
today in Rumford.
an easy prey to the English
who is billed as
that one.”
Restaurant. New York.)"
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Eugiey
and
troops,
and
the
French
domi—
Canadian
National
Hallway
I
“The Mystery
‘Can you even Imagine such a mix
Mrs. Charles L. Eugiey spent a day
Joe Tenner
nation of Canada ended. The fort, renamed Fort Lennox also figured
Out in Hollywood they can't figure Singer.” She
“Coeds of Iowa College have been
never appears in
ture for Maine lobster?" asks Miss
prominently in the war of 1812. It was abandoned in 1870. In 1921 it was
out
these
folks
who
put
on
“
One
recently
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
forbidden to bring their knitting Into
Man's Family.” The screen players the studio without a mask, and at
reconstructed and is now one of the official historical sites of the dominion
Tolman.
McFarland of New Harbor.
the dining hall." Rumor has it that
work together on the lot and that's some future date listeners will be
and is visited annually by many Americans. The photographs show the
No. but iwe can imagine the accomCharles
Brown
of
Wiscasset
was
a
invited
to
select
a
stage
name
for
about
all.
But
the
players
in
"One
gate of the fort and the plaque erected by the Historical Site* Board of
one of the girls knit her serving of
Jfcnying nightmare.
....
caller Sunday at Ernest Eugley's.
Man's Family" spend a large part of the girl,
spaghetti right into 3 sweater.
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WARREN

ONLY 24 MEN GUARD
GOLD AT FORT KNOX

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Peabody
and son Sewall were dinner guests
Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Moody in East Union.
Mrs. Alice Cook, who has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Burton Day
in Sanford, returned home Friday,
motoring here with the Days who will I
visit friends in Waldoboro.
Mrs. Flora Peabody is guest of her
cousin, Mrs. Alice White in East Or
land.
Mrs. Harvey Buber left yesterday
for a week’s visit with Mrs. W. E.
Welcome in Manchester, N. H
Mrs. Evelyn Robinson visited Mon- !
day night with Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Sherman in Rockland.
Callers Tuesday at the nome of
Mrs. Wilder Moore were Mr. and Mrs.
Lynn Scott of Lincoln. Mr. and Mrs. I
Erroll Scott of Providence, Mr. and
Mrs. Earle Gilley of Augusta, and
Charles Towle of Appleton.
Mrs. Mary Libby, who has been
employed in the home of Mrs. Fred
Jameson, has returned to South War
ren.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bucklin were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Owen
Ingraham in Augusta.
Mrs. Willard Hall, who passed a
few days at her home in this town re
turned yesterday to Newton Corner,

Burglar-Proof Devices Make

More Unnecessary.
...

—

Washington. — Custodian of half
the world's gold, Uncle Sam will
use only twenty-four guards to pro
tect the new gold storage vault at
Fort Knox, Ky., depository for bil
lions far eclipsing the fabled wealth
of Midas. Contrary to the general
impression, army regulars, though
available for emergency call, will
not act as watchers. Primary re
sponsibility for the gold remains
with the Treasury and not the War
department.
Guards selected for the assign
ment will be stalwart, able-bodied
men, and not the superannuated em
ployes who so often elsewhere per
form the duties of night watchmen.
The guards at Fort Knox and other
mints have been given uniforms,
and they are being trained by the
coast guard, whose officers are good
disciplinarians and who are also
proficient in the use of the rifle and
pistol.
The Treasury will place main re
liance on the elaborate system of
protective devices installed at the
Fort Knox gold depository.
The
mechanical devices are so complete
that Treasury officials believe that
access to the gold by unauthorized
persons will be next to impossible,
Guards, nevertheless, will be needed
to maintain a regular interior patrol
and to be on the alert to detect at
tempts to tamper with the protec
tive system. No chances are being
taken.
In addition to the alarm system,
protective devices include gas and
machine guns.

Pilgrim Bear* Cross on
Long Religious Journey
Strasbourg, France. — Bearing a
S3 pound cross, similar to the one
which Jesus bore up the mountain
of Calvary and on which he was
crucified, J. B. Muller, a Bavarian
Catholic, passed through this town
on his way home. He had started
from his native town, Rosenheim,
Bavaria, for a tour to famous
French religious shrines.
Muller, a patriarchal figure, is a
pilgrim of the medieval type, who
travels only on foot and carries his
cross always with him. Beginning
his career as a pilgrim in 1932, Mul
ler set out for the Holy land on foot,
stopping in Rome to be blessed by
the pope. Eighteen months later he
reached Mount Tabor in Palestine,
where he planted his cross on the
summit. He returned home via
Lourdes, Paris, and Metz, visiting
shrines on the way.

Ask* 233,500% Interest
on a 41-Year-old Loan
Bombay. — Interest totaling 233,500 per oont of the principal was
demanded by a money lender named
Kishore Chand in a suit brought at
Ferozepur, Punjab.
Chand lent a villager 87 rupees
($32.50) in 1896. A parcel of land
was mortgaged as security, the
produce of the land being devoted
to paying the interest on part of the
loan.
An exorbitant rate of interest was
charged on the remainder. The lend
er is now suing for 203,120 rupee*
($76,170).

“Homesickness” Epidemic

Depopulated Mining Town
Sundance, Wyo.—“Homesickness"
killed many a miner around this re
gion in the 1870s and 1880s, a mem
ber of the Federal writers' project
discovered.
The disease which affected the
miners was diagnosed by some as
"mountain fever” and as “home
sickness” by others. Doctors said
the disease was peculiar to the min
ing camps. After a few months the
disease disappeared from this re
gion and never returned.

Vessel of All Nations
Interests Philadelphia
Philadelphia. — An “all-nations”
ship attracted wide interest when it
docked here. The motorship Tai
Ping Yang, reporters discovered,
was built in Germany, flew a Pan
ama flag, was manned by a Nor
wegian, registered under a Chinese
name, and had a Scotsman for her
agent. The ship incidentally had a
German and an Englishman in her
crew and flew an American mail
flag. She was operated by the Wilhelmsen Lines of Oslo, Norway.

King Tut Throne*
Owned by American*
Cairo, Egypt.—Six copies have
been made of the golden throne
of Tutankamen and all are
owned by Americans.
Craftsman of the Mousky ba
zaar working under the supervi
sion of E. Hatoun, who has stud
ied for many years to master
the ancient art of Egyptians,
made the reproductions.
The thrones, each of which sold
for $1,250, required work silver,
gold, ivory, ebony and mother of
pearl inlay, and the reproduction
of gold appliques, carvings and
mashrybiah windows of pear,
shell. The work was made more
difficult by a rule of the Cairo
museum which forbids the mak
ing of sketches. Every detail was
set down from memory by
Hatoun.
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Free Nassau Trips

At the STRAND Sunday - Monday - Tuesday

Luxury Cruises and Other
Prizes

‘THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA”

Offered

Through

Chisholm’s Spa
In an advertisebent on page 3
of this issue Chisholm's Spa makes a
most intriguing prize contest anj nouncement with a nine day trip for
two people to Nassau and Havana
I plus $100 for spending money as the
! chief attraction.
In addition to the major prize three
ether cruises for one person and
other gifts totaling 282 prizes alto
gether weekly are offered by Du
rand's, manufacturers of candies,
I through Chisholm's Spa, local Du. rand dealer.
Details on this remarkable offer
as well as entry blanks may be ob
tained upon application at Chis
holm's Spa, 484 Main St-, Rockland.

SOUTH WARREN

Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Robinson of
Lynn, who arc spending a vacation
with relatives in Thomaston called
Thunder clouds over France gather as Zola iPaul Munit abetted by Labori I Donald Crispl pre
or. friends here this week.
pares to launch his journalistic attack against the military forces which framed the innocent Captain
Mr. and Mrs. George Lermond and
Alfred Dreyfus, in “The Life of Emile Zola."—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. Persy Lermond motored
Mass
Sunday to North Monroe visited the
Clement T. Moody. Mr. and Mrs.
farm of Mott Shlbles and viewed the
Lowell Moody, and Mr. and Mrs.
One of the most notorious scandals Zcla," and the scandal is that sur Muni in the title role, but also the hog on exhibition there whose es
Map-maker James D. McClure took to the railroad ties (upper left) from
Charles McKellar attended the
rounding the conviction and im powerful drama of Zola's picturesque timated weight is between 1500 and
Uruapan, State of Michoacan, to the west coast, in his logging tour of Mexico.
funeral services at Ash Point, Friday. in modern hlstory suppIles the mot1'
prisonment of Captain Alfred Drey career as a moulder of public opinion 1600 pounds.
Fording the rocky creeks (upper right) was no novelty for McClure, as he
for James Mullens.
I vation for the second great Warner
pushed hi* Chevrolet over 75 such crossings in the course of a two-day journey
fus on Devil's Island, on a trumped in France, influenced the studio in
A special meeting of the Past Bros, picture within a year based up charge that he had sold import making this picture. Muni, who won
of 48 miles. Straddling a 2%-foot ditch (center) was frequently necessary, too.
One of Mexico’s first-class highways (left center) provide* a beautiful setting
Grand and Past Noble Grand Asso upon the life of a famous French ant army secrets to Germany.
There is a neat tale of at. exiled
i the Academy Award for his Pasteur
for the map-making car. Typical of the *cenic wonder* in Old Mexico is the
ciation of Knox and Lincoln Counties man.
view at right center in Haustead Canyon, about 15 mile* off the Laredo
Not only the great success of "The effort, also has the title role in "Zola." monarch who. being Invited to a fes
will be held Oct. 8. at 7.30 at the
highway at Monterrey. Sunrise from the summit of the Nevada Toluca road
tivity, began chatting to another
The picture is "The Life of Emile Story of Louis Pasteur." with Paul —adv.
(lower right). Three hours from Mexico City, McClure had gained an altitude
hotne of the president. Mrs. Albert E.
guest.
of 15,000 feet. "Mexico not only offers scenery of unsurpassed beauty and
MacPhail at Owl's Head. Sand
Soon the other man. a hotel pro
grandeur, but is friendly and hospitable to tourists,” McClure reported.
Concord. Mass., is visiting her sister
WALDOBORO
ROCKPORT
wiches, cake and coffee will be
prietor, confided that there was not
"It is an ideal vacation land."
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey.
served.
much doing In his line of business
Miss Nancy Hemingway, who
The Trytohelp Club will meet MonMrs. Charles Butler spent Thurs at the moment.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Copeland of
passed the summer at "Glenhurst," day night at the home of Mrs. Diana day afternoon with Mrs. Elbert Bur
Woolwich were guests yesterday of
"Nor in mine,” said the former
has returned to Syracuse. N. Y.
Pitts. Russell avenue. The evening ton.
Albert Peabody.
king. "And might I ask what is your
will
be
devoted
to
sewing
and
the
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Eldridge of
The Help One Another Circle of
Mrs. Fred Batty has returned home line?"
hostess will read a review of the latKings Daughters will meet Monday Rockland. Mass., and Mr. and Mrs
from (Two Bush Light Station and
"Oh! I keep the ‘Crown and
Charles Bascom of South Weymouth, ’esl pri“ autobiography of 1937
pany's property. Right at the pres night with Mrs. Ella Caler.
will stay until the arrival of Sam Sceptre,'. " was the reply.
(Continued from Page One)
Mrs.
Albert
Young
and
infant
Mass., have been guests of Arthur
ent time the market for any kind of I
....
"You're lucky," sighed the other,
daughter Ruth have returned from Batty and his bride who are on their
Chute.
Silver Certificates Awarded
honeymoon.
I "I couldn't keep mine."—Tit-Bits.
nesses On August, 31, 1937. these preferred stock is not good but it is i
the
Pettapiece
Hospital.
investments were as follows:
believed that by the time the neces- ’ Fred Maxey of Thomaston. County
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Peyler are
Mr. and Mrs.. Albert Tolman of
*56.493.857 sary totes can be obtained and the Deputy, presented four members of visiting relatives in Portland.
Electric properties
Portland, who have been in town
1.193.142 approval of State and Federal au-1 Good Will Grange, with silver certlGas properties.
The Baptist Missionary Society
178545 thorities secured a block of this | ficates for the 25 consecutive years met Friday afternoon in the vestry. the past few days on business, re
Water properties.
turned home Friday.
In addition to the above the Com stock can be sold.
of membership, in connection with
Mrs. Russell S. Cooney accompan
One session at the schools in town
pany had Invested in “unfinished
You will receive a notice of t the Booster Night program present ied Miss Barbara Cooney to Planconstruction," that is additions to stockholders' meeting, with full In' ed Thursday, the members thus hon dome, N. Y. recently. Miss Barbara 1 Wednesday, gave teachers and pupils
the Company's property not yet fin formation as to details of the is ored being, Mrs. Esther Newbert. will continue her studies at Smith i an opportunity to attend Union Fair,
Many children become infested with Round
j Through the generosity of the Fair
ished. $1,464,845.
sue and the purposes for which It is Maurioe Wellman, Mrs. Shirley College.
Worms (Ascaris lumbricoides), the most
I
management
free
admission
tickets
Since 1934. the Company has to be used.
common human parasites, but are sometimes
Bowley, and Mrs. Marion Wood.
Alfred Ellis has entered FarmingI were presented them.
treated for other illnesses... For 86 years
earned and put Into surplus account,
Other numbers on the program in ton Normal School.
We believe it much better for the
Mrs. Albert T. Carroll is guest of
mothers have given children Dr. True’s Elixir
in excess of the dividends it has paid Company and for its stockholders to cluded: Address of welcome; mes
Mrs. Luda Goodwin and Mrs. Caro\as a laxative, and to expel Round Worms
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Howard
Carroll
in
the amount of its present surplus. raise the money necessary for the sage from the National Grange Mas-, lyn Mitchell arranged a pleasant sur
L... Agreeable to taste ... At druggists ...
This amount, however, It not In the Company's present purpose by the ter by the master, Mrs. Dora Maxey prise party for their father. James | Augusta. Before returning home
she
will
also
visit
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clar

form of cash but has been used for issuance of a prior stock, as out musical selections Georges River Steele Thursday night on the occa- '
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE ANO ROUND WORM EXPELLER
additions to the Company's property lined above, rather than by increas Ramblers. Lewis Tabbutt. and Earllsion of his birthday. Twenty-three ence Howard in Winslow.
Miss
Marlon
Cavanaugh
is
emand payment of indebtedness.
ing its debt.
Maxey Jr.; readings. Mrs. Ehther neighbors and friends attended. Rej ployed at the heme of Albert Young.
The amount of the dividend on the
New England Public Service Com Wheeler, and Mrs. Martha Kalloch; freshments were served,
Summer street.
preferred stock in arrears is $1,450- pany, which owns nearly all the com reading of items from the Goodwill
The Susannah Wesley Society met
Members of the Nitsumsosum Club
329. This amount has been earned mon stock of the Company, has just Grange paper assembled by Mrs. Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Mary
; and husbands motored to Warren
and it seems to the Directors that advanced $500,000 to it and has Alice Glidden; reading of the 600- Wade.
Monday for an evening of bridge at
it shculd be paid as soon as It can to agreed to take common stock in pay- word essay written by Walter C.
Mrs. Fannie Burns has returned
I the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Mc
the owners of the stock
ment for this advance as soon as the J Leavitt, which will enter the Na- from Boston.
Intyre.
A plan has been worked out which Company can get the necessary ap- tlonal contest; old fashioned Jigs and
At a special meeting Friday night
Miss Dorothy Cobb of Vinalhaven
will soon be presented to you In de provals and put itself in a position reels played by Mr. and Mrs. Charles degrees were conferred upon one can
is
weekend guest of Rev. and Mrs. N.
tail. This plan will Involve au to issue the stock.
Copeland; contest captained by didate by Meenahga Grange. Sup
thorization, by vote of the stockhold
If this program can be carried out, Jesse Mils and, Oscar A. Copeland; per was served at the close of the F. Atwood at the Methodist parsoners. of a new class of stock which will the back dividend paid up and a Illustrated song by Mrs. DorL Maxey, meeting with 21 in attendance. The I age.
Mrs. P S. Bourdeau-Slsco, M. D.
tome ahead of the present preferred rew class of securities created Mrs. Olive Fales, with Llovd Maxey Juvenile Grange also served a supper
of
Baltimore has bought of the
which will assist the Company in fi paying the guitar: presentation of to their members and invited guests
stocks.
Terry Estate the former Annie
A portion of the proceeds from nancing necessary property addi five tableaux, four of which depicted with 17 present.
Moore house on Amesbury Hill, which
the sale of this stock will be used to tions. we believe the Company will the four seasons of the year in the
The local time table of the M. C.
pay off the back dividends and the find itself able to take care of Its fu- Grange, the last of Faith, Hope. R. R. follows:—East Bound. 9.47 a. m j she, with her husband, will occupy
balance will be used either to pay tuie requirements in an advantage- Charity and Fidelity, the reading by •10 p. m.; 9.08 p. ,m. Sunday 9.25 | as a summer home.
Howard D Smal’ of Camden has
debts or for additions to the Com- ou« way.
Miss Lillian Thurston.
a. m. West Bound. 857 a. m.; 2.39
bought the Albert Tolman property
Style
b
Present among the 130 members P. m.; 5.35 p. m. Sunday 3.15 p. m.
! on Pascal avenue.
and
guests
were
Supt.
Frank
D.
Rowe.
I
Mrs.
Frances
Quinor
and
Harry
guest
their
niece
Hermione
M.
JohnVINALHAVEN
At the Baptist Church, John W
' son of Marlboro, Mass.
Mrs. Rowe and Walter Gay. the new Groves have closed Butter Point
Hyssong
pastor. Sunday services will
L. W Sanborn is having a vaca- High School principal who made ap- Farm and returned to Marblehead
Marguerite Chapter O.E.S meets
begin with morning worship at 11
propriate
remarks.
Mass.
Monday night. At the close of the tioin from Knox County Trust Co.
a m.. sermon subject. "The Riches
Sandwiches, cake and coffee were
Mrs Wendall Blanchard is on two
ceremonies luncheon will be served, and left this week for a gunning
of His Grace." The ordinance of
served by Miss Cora Robinson, Miss weeks' vacation from the Medomak
followed by an entertainment. Mrs. trip.
Lords Supper will be observed. Grad
Miss Virginia Black went Thurs Martha Whitehill. ana Mrs. Ann National Bank.
Evelyn Hall is chairman of the com
ed Bible School at 12 noon; at 6
day to West Hartford, Conn., to re Bucklin. Decorations arranged from
New books received at the library
mittee.
p. m. Christian Endeavor, with Miss
evergreen, cut flowers and moss, were are "A City of Bells" by Elizabeth
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett attended the sume teaching.
Feme Whitney as leader; evening
Keith Carver and Roy Arey at the handiwork of Mrs. Doris Maxey, Goudge; "North West Passage"
North Knox Fair.
Mrs. Olive Fales. Mrs. Jeannette Kenneth Roberts; “Kennebec," Rob- cervice beginning at 7 o’clock will
tended North Knox Fair.
Dr. H. L. Banks of Walpole. Mass.,
be a union service at the West Rock
L. B Dyer, State Vice Commander Robinson and Mrs. Rachel Overlock. ret Tristram Coffin; “Storm Girl,"
arrived Wednesday.
port Baptist Church. The pastor
This is a fine quality writing paper in greytone or varytone.
of the American Legion, went Wed- A dance followed the program.
j Joseph Lincoln; "You Can't Have
will preach, by request a sermon on
Union Church fchoir met Wednes nesday to Togus.
-----------------i Everything," Kathleen Norris; “I
Your name and address printed on sheets and envelopes with style
the 18th chapter of Matthew.
day night at Boulder Cottage. Shore
Yacht Magic of Marblehead. Mass,
Jake (nervously): I suppose the op- Am Going To London." Temple
A or B heading
Methodist Church. N. F Atwood,
Acres, where they were guests of L. was in the harbor Wednesday. On eratton will be dangerous, doctor? Bailey; "Neighbor to the Sky." Oladys
Your
choice
of
lettering
In green, browr,. Glut or bla.k ink.
pastor: Sacrament of the Lord's SupA. Coombs at a weenie roast.
board were Capt. Byron MacDonald
Doctor: Nonsense! You couldn t i Hasty Carroll; "Gilbert Head
“
y
per
will
be
held
at
the
morning
servMrs. Faustina Roberts ot Rock and cook Edward MacDonald.
i buy a dangerous operation for only ' Etnier.
48 folded sheets 5x8—48 envelopes 5 1 -8x4 1 -8
i ice and the pastor will preach a ser
land is visiting Mr. and Mrs. F. L.
Pleasant River Grange Fair, opens $50.—B'nai B’rith Magazine.
mon
in
line
with
that
ordinance.
At
Roberts.
Perfect for your own correspondence and just the thing for gifts
today at 9 o'clock and selling begins |
SOMETIME OR OTHER
j 6 p. m. Epworth League with the
Mrs Armand LeDeaux returned at 10 a. m. This is the event of the j
(For
The
Courier-Gazette)
MICK1E SAYS—
Some tim7 nv"“r'"”JazettP»
pastor as leader. The evening serv»pme time or other It will come all right
Thursday from Knox Hospital where week with big attractions at all the
You
need
not fearthe
thedarkness
darkness
ice at 7 Will featu
feature an illustrated talk
„
--------------she recently underwent an operation booths.
« U you walk within the light
cn Holy Week and the Ascension of
it
you
find
another
traveler
VJEU.,<=0tKS,
I
SEEN
CHASING
The
Lions
Club
met
Thursday
for appendicitis. She was accom
Tolling up life's hill,
Jesus.
NBUS ITEMS AU DAY, AND AU
night at Kent's Restaurant.
j Just speak a cheery word—
panied home by Mr. LeDeaux.
I GOTTA SAM IS TWAT TW' GREAT
Mrs. P. 8. Bourdeau-Sisco M. D.
! And In your path there win
Mrs. Joseph Kittredge was hostess
I A light before you shine.
American public aiutgot no
while
in town on business, is at the
Thursday to the Non Eaters.
IDEA HOW MUCH RUNNING 'ROUUO To help you on the road
FIVE DAYS' RACING
home
of Mr. and Mrs. E. M Law
ROCKLAND, MAINE
AND askin' Questions and
L. Carver Relief Corps meets Tues
If you have a load to carry.
rence.
And It seems to hard to bear.
TELEPHONING AN’ CHECKING UP
day.
That's th» Plan For Topsham Fair
Just exchange It with another.
IT TAKES TD FILL TH' COLUMNS
Misses Nellie Payson, Bertha PayTou will find them everywhere
Housekeepers at Union Church
—Purses Will Aggregate $5100
OF A NEWSPAPER, WHICH IS
Waltlne for your cheery counsel.
son and Gertrude Robinson of Wash
Circle Thursday were Beulah Drew.
WHY WE APPRECIATE (T WHEN
Wqttinc for your sunny smile.
ington. D C. are vacationing at the
And together you may share them
Topsham Fair pari-mutuel racing
Eleanor Conway, Cora Peterson and
Easier for many a m4Je.
Payson Homestead.
program
will
extend
over
five
days.
Hazel Roberts.
So do not let life's worries beat you.
Miss Isabelle Bain, who has been Oct. 12-16. and there will be a total
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
Do not carry them alone.
award
of
$5100
in
purses
for
the
15
But share them with another.
RATES:
guest of Miss Nathalie Smith, re
SPRUCE
HEAD
Till your load has lighter grown.
S.nqle ’2» ju ju
different classes. F. E. LaRock. race
turned Wednesday to Owl's Head.
And the love of God will strengthen
to Your hotel in BOSTON
[
II
you
take
Him
at
His
word.
Mr.
secretary,
announces.
and
Mrs.
Jasper
Drlnkwater
feubl.
*!»-«<• 4 U
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Smith are
"Bear ye one another's burdens"
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
There'll be purses of $304 tor three
I "Cast your burdens . on the Lord.”
visitors at Prof, and Mrs. R. Mont
au WOOMJ WITH |ATH
500 Rooms
Seymour Chapman in Saturday Cove.
Uy r«tw
Arey's in Rochester. N. Y„ enroute classified races and the Free-For-All
] Let. ycui faith In Him be constant.
Never doubt His promised light.
Northport.
they visited their son Walter Smith will be for a $450 purse as will the
And voti will And sometime or other
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thomas of
2.12 trot, 2.12 pace and the 2.14 pace.
RADIO
in Whitinsville. Mass.
Everything will come all right
5ERVIDOR
Delora E Morrill.
Millinocket passed last weekend with
Mrs. Andrew Bennett and other All other purses are $300, Including
Rockport.
TUB -.SHOWER
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burton.
Mrs. John Ralph went Saturday to the 2.15, 2.18, 2.20 and 2.25 trot. 2.16.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Waldren re
Manset for a few days' visit with 2.18. 2.20 and 2.24 pace.
The racing committee has con
turn next week to Rockland after
relatives after which Mrs. Ralph will
| occupying the Waldron Farm for sev
return to Mystic. Conn, and Mrs. structed one new stable and plans to’
« NORTH STATION
erect a huge tent to take care of an
due to colds... checked eral months.
Bennett to Heron Neck Light.
’a STEP-Ar.«>«vr TRAIN-ttytur ROOM*
without “dosing".
Mrs. Everett Allen, Mrs. Rosie Mc
Mrs. Carrie Cassie entertained the anticipated overflow of horses A
Graw and MLss Irene Allen called
year ago Tt was necessary to refuse
Neighborhood Club Wednesday.
Monday on Mrs. L. C. Elwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Raymond have entries because of the large list of
Mr Beatrice Spinney cl We.-.t.
PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS
returned from Camden, and have as applicants,

DIVIDEND IN ARREARS

Dr.True's Elixir
T

1

RITE-BEST
PRINTED STATIONERY

$1.00 postpaid
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guests Tuesday at the home of Mr
CAMDEN
and Mrs. John Hewett enroute to
Several members of Camden Lodge.
Mrs. Grace Buker of Farmington Northampton. Mass., where they re
Knights of Pythias will attend the
Falls is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Luther side.
A. Clark.
Charles Pearce has returned to meeting in Brewer Friday night when
Boston
to rejoin one of the Eastern Supreme Chancellor Jones of Los An
Services at the Baptist Church Sun
Steamship
Company's ships after a geles. will make an official visit.
day will be. Sunday School at 9.45;
Miss Ida Dyer is on a vacation
few
days
at
his home here.
preaching service at 11 o'clock, topic
from her duties at the Knox Marine
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sherman
Wotton.
of
of the pastor's sermon to be "High
Exchange and Mrs. Richard Welch
Places;'' C o'clock Christian En Lynn, Mass., are weekend guests of
is substituting.
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
deavor; 7 o'clock evening service,
The H. H. 3avlords have returned
which will conclude the series under Belasco.
I to Brookline. Mass., after spending
the general heading "The Four-Fold
William T. Smith, Jr. has returned
the summer at "The Birches." Dill Knowledge of God.’’
home after a few days' visit in Bos
, ingham's Point.
At St. John's Church Sunday: Holy ton and Attleboro. Mass.
[ The mil ting of the Friends-lnMrs. George Ludwig, who has been ' Council scheduled for Oct 5. has been
Eucharist and Sermon will be at 9.30.
The evening service wll be omitted. ill at her home for two weeks is ' postponed to Oct. 12 and Mrs. Evelyn
slowly improving.
; Hughes will be hostess at her home
Federated Church services Sunday
Mrs. Leila W. Smalley and her on Washington street.
will begin with Sunday School at
Megunticook Grange will observe
9 45. Loyalty Day, as proclaimed by mother. Mrs. Elbridge Winchenbach.
Governor Barrows, will be observed are making extensive repairs on their Booster Night. Oct. 6. with an open
meeting. The guest speaker will be
at the morning service, which begins Knox street residence.
Rev. Robert Beecher of Lincolnvilleat 11 o'clock. The subject of the
Teacher—How do you spell Con Northport and there will be musical
sermon will be "Loyalty" and the
numbers and readings. Refreshments
anthem will be "He Leadeth Me" by stantinople, Johnny?
Pupil—With great difficulty, miss. wll be served.
Hines. At 6 o'clock the young people
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will hold
will meet to organize an Epworth —Atlantic Constitution.
: the first meeting of the season Wed
League with Mrs. Forrest W. Stone
nesday at the church parlor. Cov
as leader. At 7 o'clock, there will be
ered dish luncheon at 12.30.
the usual evening service, when the
ALFRED M. STROUT
Mrs. A. B. Reid and children have
pastor will use as theme, "Through
Insurance
returned to Philadelphia after spendChrist to God."
Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines . ing the summer at the William BowDr. and Mrs. Gerald S. Lee. who
THOMASTON, MAINE
1 den nouse on Megunticook street.
passed the summer at their home on
lOOStf
The Baptist Philathea Class met
Monhegan Island were overnight
at the church parlors last night with
Mrs. Inez Wood and Mrs. Marion
Bassick hostesses.
The W.C.T.U. will meet Tuesday
afternoon with Mrs. J. E, Heald at
her home in West Rockport
Mrs Josef Lhevinne who spent the
past month at the Perry cottage on
High street has returned to Kew Gar
dens N. Y.
er Before Have
~
Mr. and Mrs. Newbury Read have
returned to New York city after pass
5 Been Pot to
ing several daysiat the Edwards Ho
, Gruelling
tel.
Canton Molineaux and auxiliary
meet Monday night.
Mrs Amos D. Stockwell was in Togus yesterday, called by the critical
Illness of Mr. Stockwell who is In
the Veterans' Hospital.
The Farm Bureau Will meet Tues
day at Megunticook Grange to study
the subject “Tomatoes in Many Ways.'
/Yr SPEEDS
.
Sated Drivei, Edabli»he»
Ab
7. , Speed, Mileage
Dinner will be served a" noon. It wll!
as high as 180 miles
87 New Record. »«. Sa^V^774 MiU,
be an all day meeting and will be in
an hour — with the
ond Endurance . • •
, uke Surface of
hot, coarse, abrasive
charge of Mrs Katelyn Bridges.
1
salt grinding,
The annual meeting of the Con
tearing, scorching
gregational Circle is scheduled for
157.27 Mile.an Hour
his tires — Ab
WednesdayJenkins’ special
Mrs. Robert W Jamieson and her
racer, weighing
daughter. Miss Virginia Jamieson are
nearly three tons,
guests of Dr. and Mrs. Harry Holt in
pounded over the
Brookline, Mass.
Bonneville Salt
j The Methodist society will meet
Beds at such terrific speed
(Wednesday afternoon with Mrs.
that it caused the surface to
Grace Bemis. Harden avenue.
break up. Before the end
Donald Beverage of Yarmouth is
of the run the track was so
HIGH SPEED TIRE
■ visiting his grandmother, Mrs. A. F.
pitted and rough that it was
I Beverage.
almdst impossible to hold
3.75-18 S 7.85
The Congregational Good Cheer
4.50-21. IO.O5
the car on its course. Yet
I Class will meet at the Parish house
Jenkins set 87 new World.
4.75-19 10.00
I nternational and American
Tuesday night and partake of picnic
s.00-19 11.40
speed records on Firestone
5.25-17. 11.25
! supper at 6 45.
5.25-18. 12.70
Tires.
Freeman-Herrick Auxiliary meets
5.50-16. 13.75
Building tires capable
Monday night, supper to be served at
5.50-17. 13.95
of establishing such records
6 o'clock.
is made possible only
Mrs. Flora Harris leaves today for
HEAVY DUTY
because of patented
Gardner. Mass., where she will be
4.50-21 $12.05
Firestone manufacturing processes. These
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Roundy.
4.75-19 13-05
exclusive features enable Firestone to provide
A. D. Coose has vacated his store
15.85
5.25-18
car owners with tires that are extra safe.
cn
Main street and moved to 20 Pearl
5.50-16 10.25
For the greatest protection of yourself
street.
OTHER SIZES PRICED
and your family equip your car with Firestone
PROPORTIONATELY 10*
Miss Elizabeth Barry has returned
TRIPLE-SAFE Tires. By TRIPLE-SAFE we
to Boston after spending the summer
mean—
here.
Mrs. Julia Jordan has returned to
PROTECTION AGAINST SKIDDING—The scientific
Wellesley, Mass, after a visit with
■ tread, design gives longer non-skid mileage and stops your car
her niece. Miss Grace Drake.
up to 25 % quicker.
The Fire Department is proudly
showing its latest piece of fire ap
PROTECTION AGAINST BLOWOUTS —Firestone Tires
™ run up to 28 degrees cooler because every fiber of every cord in
paratus, an eight-cylinder Segraves
every ply is saturated with liquid rubber by the Firestone patented
Sedan type pumper with a capacity
Gum-Dipping process. This counteracts the internal friction
of throw ing 500 gallons a minute. In
and heat that ordinarily cause blowouts.
addition to ladders, axes, etc., it car
ries 1850 feet of hose- and has a 100
PROTECTION AGAINST PUNCTURES-Two extra layers
gallon
water tank. There is but one
* of Gum-Dipped cords under the tread add strength to the tire
ether piece as modern, a similar,
and give extra protection against punctures.
though slightly larger unit which has
Now is the time to make your car tire-safe for fall and winter
recently been delivered to the Fire
driving. Join the Firestone SAVE A LIFE Campaign today by
Department in Brooklin. Mass, and
equipping your car with a set of new FIRESTONE TRIPLE-SAFE
Chief Allen Payson, Town Manager
Tires — the safest tires that money can buy!
Fercy Keller. Charles Dailey and Carroll Burrill are in that town to wit
ness a demonstration of this up-toYOU CANNOT AFFORD TO DRIVE WITHOUT
the minute apparatus.

THOMASTON

^feoecords^broken

make hues stFtnono"

Tirt$<ont

I

9

Q

FIRESTONE TRIPIE-SAFE TIRES

Last year highway accidents cost the lives of more than 38,000 men,
women and children and a million more were injured!
More than 40,000 of these deaths and injuries were caused directly by
punctures, blowouts and skidding due to smooth, worn, unsafe tires!

^PHiLCO^
FARM RADIO

Left is a section cut
from a new Firestone
Tire. Note the thick,
non-skid protection
against skidding,
blowouts and punc
tures. Conte in and
see a demonstration.

o

Left is a section cut
from a smooth, worn
tire, with non-skid
protection worn off.
Tires in this condi
tion are liable to
punctures, blowouts
and skidding.

JO,H TH£
T/KESTONE

Notices of Appomtmer*

R
Jn Everybody’s Column ?
I
: LOST AND FOUND ♦

STATE OE MAINE
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
To all persons Interested hi either or
I. Charles L. Veazle. Register of Pro
the estate^ hereinafter named:
bate for the County of Knox, in the
PARCEL containing merchandise and
At b Probate Court held nt Rock State of Maine, hereby certify that In the ♦
™ imp
‘ pair
of white gold framed bifocal glasses
land. In and for the County of Knox, fcllowlng estates the persons were ap
♦ lost Saturday
night In Rockland Notify
on the 21st day of September. In the pointed
Administrators.
Executors,
MISS
MARTHA WHITEHILL, Thomas
year of our
Lord
one
thousand Guardians and Conservators and on the
- » M ton. Reward.
....
116*118
nine hundred and thirty-seven and | dates hereinafter named:
SIX-ROOM house to let on Temple
bv adjournment from day to „day ' CHARLES RUDOLPH BEROQUEST.
St.
Inquire
LAWRENCE
MILLER,
Mil

from the 21st day
of said ®ep" late of St. George, deceased Frank H
tember
The following matters na'" Ingraham of Rockland. Public Admr ler's Garage, phone 692-M._______ 117-tf
ing been presented for the action there- for the County of Knox, was appointed
COZY furnished house to let. all mod
**
lndlcated U 18 hereby Public Admr.. Sept 9. 1937, and quall- ern. hot water heat. Available middle of
ORDERED.
fled by
bond on same date.
October at 5 UNION ST.__________ 117*118
$P••• ••• SB
That notice thereof be given to all
ELLWIN G BRANN. late of Washlngpersons Interested, by causing a copy ' ton deceased. Harry W Brann of Wash
FOUR-ROOM apartment to let Partly
USED or old Bamboo fly rods, wanted
of this order to be published three ington was appointed Admr. July 20. furnished. If desired. Reasonable rent.
weeks successively i in The Courier-Ga 1937. end qualified by filing bond Sept. MRS ETTA BENNER. 213 Main St., at once, in trade for new; liberal allow
117*119 ance on rods in stock. Will trade some
zette a newspaper published at Rock 9. 1937
Thomaston. Tel. 11-13
shot guns and deer rifles. H. H. CRIE
land in said County, that they may ap
ISABELLE DORR, late of Camden, de
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart- & CO.. Sporting Goods Dept. Rockland.
pear at a Probate Court to be held at
ceased
Everett
R
Grieve
of
Camden
115-120
MRS
ment to let at 15 Summer St.
said Rockland on the 19th day of
117-tf
October. A D. 1937. at nine o'clock in was appointed Administrator. Aug. 17. FRO6T, Tel 318-W
CASH for old magazines. TEL 1222
If37.
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
Sept
the fe’enoon, and be heard thereon if
117-119
TWO HOUSES to let on Grove St., one
I 10. 1937
they see cause.
.
z
.
HELEN M MARSHALL, late of Somer- partly furnished; also tenement on Lisle
DRY Hard Wood wanted. TEL 25.
FRANK HLENFEST late of Union. I Vllle. Ma„ deceased Myra H A Mar- St Inquire E B HASTINGS & CO.. City
117-119
116-118
South Main St.
dcct.i-ed Will and Petition for Probate shal, ol Somerville. Mass was appointed
thereof, asking that the same may be Admx.. Sept 21. ' 1937. without bond
1 WASHINGS wanted to do. 21 LISLE
ROOMS,
furnished
or
unfurnished,
to
proved and allowed and tha: Letters } AjQn l. Bird of Rockland was appointed let haTS’ wood floors. steam heat ’ 29 < STREET. City.
117*119
Testamentary issue to Sarah E Lenient Aaent jn Maine
118*1t I GOBLETS, wine glasses, tumblers and
ST
_________________________________
m M wnftu?* *ndCU,r‘X name“
MABY M SINEX latp of “..water BEECH
wtvit hzwxit fiiraiAhpri nnartment
to 1 ?l®ss dishes wanted. 50 years old; colored
in -aid Will, wnnoui oona
Park. N J . decea^d Mary Slnex Cowan
and old doll., P. O. BOX
ESTATE WILLIAM T EOCKING. late of Edfewoter Park. N J., and Harold Ut
117*119
118*120 725. Rockland
of Tenant's Harbor, deceased. Petition I B Wells of Bordenton. N. J., were ap- 20 So Main St.
for Administration, asking that Winl- pointed Exrs . Sept. 21. 1937. without
I
HAVE
a
small
cottage
at
Hosmer
f
„?„,'
V
.
A
N
L,
t
h
b
iVvi/
fll
*
ln
k
,tatl0
?'
Pre*
fred T Hocking of Melrose Highlands. | bond. Edward C. Payson of Rockland.
He was happy coming in, for try
Pond to let. for beano parties, dinner F.g,!.b‘Y 'ThelCoiiKer<tol»ttpAd<1
Mass or some other suitable person be appolnted Agent in Maine
or supper, by day or week. EDWIN A. , B care °‘ The Courier-Gazette
LOREN O. TEEL, late of St George, DEAN. Tel. 671-J. City__________ 116-121 I______________________________
116-118
ing on new clothing anywhere is appointed Admx , without bond
Etta M Teel of St. George
ESTATE LILY M CHAPIN, late' of deceased
was
appointed
Exx
.
Sept.
21.
1927.
with

TWO-ROOM
apartment
to
let
for
light
'
{?L
used
eara
ln
any
,50,1?;
always a thrill.
Camden, deceased Petition for Admtn...
„„
MINNIE MILES.
MILER.
31
113-118
31 onion. ILL. laZZ.
housekeeping
htration. asking that Oscar P Chapin cf out bond.
116-118 , AN old ntab(l8l|?d tcoirjpany will
WILLIAM H OLENDENNING. SK
OCEAN ST
Camden, or some other suitable person
lute of Rockland, deceased Mary Agnes
be appointed Admr.. without bond
But he's happier now because he
FIVE-ROOM tenement, to let, 1st | have good paying position open in this
Glendennlng of Rockland was appointed
ESTATE NELLIE F ROSS late of Exx Sept 21. 1937. and qualified by fil floor, garage, lights. $11 month. 13 • city October 11th. for Intelligent reknows that there are 15 or 16 suits
Must have
Rockland, deceased
Petition for Ad ing bond on same date.
MAVERICK ST
116*118 ' scurctful woman over 30
I good education and personality Bustministration.
asking that Mildred F.
in this fall stock that give him
KATE
J.
OVERLOCK,
late
of
Warren,
PARTLY
furnished
or
unfurnished
t
nefs
or
teaching
experience
an advanRoss of Rockland, or some other suit
Give full Information In conperson be appointed Admx , without deceased Aleda M Gordon of Warren apt.. to let. furnace, bath, garage. RUTH ta6e
about 100% better opinion of him able
was
appointed
Exx.,
Sept.
21.
1937,
with

SANBORN. 958-J or 757-R. after 6 , «dence for personal Interview Write
bond.
out bond
p m
116*118'A N B care The Courier-Gazette.
self than the suit he had on.
ESTATE CLARA A GREEN late of
118*lr
MARGARET A BENNER, late of Rock
AJ*ARTMHNT, to let. unfurnished,
Rockland, deceased.
Petition for Ad- land. deceased
George T Stewart of central location: bath: oil heat: garage.
Exr . Sept. 21. References exchanged. Apply to MISS
°
.
nuvMBUU wna nppuii
In other words ... he knows now
Rockport, or some suitable per- I 1937 wlthout bond.
ANNIE F FRYE. 14 Summer St
118*120 i
son be appointed Admr. without bond
CAROLINE E. LOOK late of Rockthat he is, in the right clothing, a
SECOND
floor
furnished
Apt.,
heated 1
Look
of
W
Harold
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME land, deceased
117*119
Exr . S>pt 21. to let at 14 MASONIC ST
asking that the name of Arthur Augus
far more desirable piece of furni
FIVE ROOM, all modern, heated apart- «**•*•**•••*♦•*•*•*•*•*•*•*♦»
tus Williams of Vinalhaven be changed 1937. without bond
t' Arthur* Augustus Calderwood
Pre
ture in any living room than he
Of !St George. Wok tOwlnWrWlMmfsSragADDlV UTOS ! THE ATWOOD LEVENSAI.ER Property.
JULIA L ASTLE
sented by Arthur Augustus Williams
deceased
Blanche K Nichols of Ev S
Port
23 Knox Street. Thomaston, for sale.
had any idea of . ... and he likes
Prlce IewnaMe' Apply to p. d. ELESTATE SARAH J. WATTS, late of erett. Maes . was appointed Exx , Sept. SHOP, corner Main 6r Park Streets
21.
1937.
without
bond
Edward
C
PayRceklr.nd deceased
Petition for Per
: LIOT.. Thomaston.
118-tf
the idea.
eon
ol
Rockland
was
appointed
Agent
FIRST floor apt., to let. 5 rooms and .
„
petual Care of Burial Lot. presented
ln Maine.
bath. 36 Pleasant St. TEL 883-W 32
KE1VINATOR Hectrtc Re^.kgerrator.
gv Alan L. Bird of Rockland. Exr
20 So
NELLIE M BARTLETT, of Washing School St
113-tf 1 f°r s#le' MRS PERCY MILLER. 21
ESTATE VIRGINIA EILEEN WHITE,
1 Main St.. Tel 605-W
118-120
minor, of Rockland
Petition for Li ton Barclay R Miller of Appleton was
SINGLE
HOUSE,
to
let.
Rockland
St..
1
cense to sell certain Real Estate, sit appointed Cons.. Sept 21, 1937. and garage Inquire SHAFTER, 15 Rockland | HOUSE Trailer for sale $60 TEL
uated In Rockland, and fully described qualified by tiling bond on same date St.
111-tf 386-11.
118*120
EBEN ALDEN, late of Tholnaston. de
ln
sale Petition presented by Marie
Fall Suits
COZY, furnished five-room house, to
White Andrews (formerly Marte Evelyn ceased Nancy C Alden of Thomaston
NICE pears and apples, for sale.
was appointed Exx . Sept 21. 1937. and let. on Spruce Head Island, available GEORGE A BREWSTER, 43 Rankin St .
White l of St George. Gdn
8: suitable for summer cottage or City
118*16
$25.00 to $39.50
ESTATE URANIA C. BURGESS, of qualified by filing bond Sept. 22. 1937 Sept
B STANLEY GREGORY, late of Rock year-round dwelling: rent very reason
Owl's Head
First and final account
TURKEYS,
for
sale,
alive,
dressed
or
able.
TEL.
Rockland
793-W
after
4
p.
m.
presented for allowance by Charles A port. deceased William W Oregory of
W S LOTHROP, (Thorndlke106-tf baked
Rockland was appointed Admr . Sept 21.
Gdn.
vlllei
Route
2.
Union
Don McDonald Overcoats Rose.
THREE apartments, to let. two fur
ESTATE ELLA D
COOK, late of 1937 and qualified by filing bond Sept.
nished and one unfurnished Good con
CHESTER White Boar, for sale. 2 yrs.
Friendship, deceased
First and final 23. 1937
dition.
rent low F L. SHAW. 47 No Sow 2 yrs.. each about 500 lbs . sow now
OLIVE
I
PEASE,
late
of
Hope,
de

$35.00
account piesented for allowance by Mel
118-tf with pigs. $75 for the two delivered wlthceased
Jethro D Pease of Hope was Main St . TEL. 422-R
vin & Hattie G Lawry. Exrs
UPSTAIRS tenement, to let: low price i ,D 10 m,les T*0 Utters will pay for
ESTATE CALISTA S. COLE, late of appointed Admr. Sept. 21, 1937. and
rent, flush closet, lights. LAWRENCE 3°’h
Also a sPrlnE Hampshire ram.
Rockpcrt
deceased
Petition praying qualified by filing bond Sept 23. 1937
Fall Hats
STEPHEN E BRAULT. late of Rock MILLER. 692-M. Rankin St.. City
I 5£avy
”3- lf taken at once Also
that tht Court determine which legatees
’ 118-tf ’ Thompson strain of White Plymouth
Eugenie Brault of
and devisees mentioned ln the Will of land. deceased
Rock
roosters,
very true to form, weigh
Rockland
was
appointed
Exx
.
Sept.
raid Callsta S. Cole have died ln the I
$3.50 to $8.00
SECOND FLOOR apt to let. opposite 8 to IP lbs $4 ROSE HILL FARM. Owl's
lifetime of the testatrix, and which. U 23. 1937. without bond.
J
A.
Jameson
store,
hot
water
heat
with
i
Head.
Me
.
Tel
292-R
116-121
any. of said legatees and devisees, so
WILLIAM P HURLEY, late of Rock oil burner C A HAMILTON. 29 Chest- —-- ----------------------------------------------------deceased are relatives of the testatrix land. deceased
Frances Hurley Perry nut 8t.. Tel. 986-J
llf$-tf
BARGAIN
ln
small
pigs.
4
and
5
weeks
Nunn Bush Shoes
leaving lineal descendants who take I
Rockland was appointed Exx . Sept
"---------------------------- old: call and see them; also Glenwood
ruch estate as would have been taken , zj. 1937 and qualified by filing bond
Large furnished room, to let. with range with new coll
PETER ED
by such deceased legatees. 11 they had Sept. 23. 1937
bath. $4 week. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park WARDS. 271 Llmerock St. Tel 806-J
118-tf ________________________________ H8-120
survived the testatrix; presented by 1 j-r^k w OORDEN late of Union. St.. Tel 330
N vd
deceased Lulle M Gorden of Union
Four room tenement to let at 38 Me
FIFTY apple barrels for sale Used
panv. of Rochester,
pany.
Rochester. N. Y. Admr CT A was appointed Admx..
AHmv
con- 01
1017 chanic
Sept.
21. 1937.
St. MRS W S. KENNISTON.
__
poet: cheap; plenty cider bbla Vinegar
ESTATE RICHARD KEATING SNOW and qt;allfied by filing bond Sept. 25. 176 Main St . Tel 874-W
118-tf 19c SIMONTON, Rockville.
117*119
late of Owl’s Head, deceased First and 1937
f.n&l acctunt presented for allowance
“ let I SEDAN AUTO, lor sale in good conJOHN
K
DUNN,
of
Warren
Eva
A.
Apply
W.
J
ROBERTSON.
Lumber
Yard
,
dltlon.
great
bargain.
Call
at
19
Spruce
by Walter E Snow ar.d Maurice R Dunn of Bath was appointed Gdn.
Snow, both of Rockland. Exrs.
Sept 21. 1937. and qualified by filing Thomaston._______________________ 118-tf St. Tel 1108-W EVELYN McKUSICK
FRED O JAMESON, late of Warren, bond on same date
STEAM heated office to let, central
118*120
416 MAES’ ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
deceased
Will and Petition for Pro
118-tf
WINCHESTER 44 15 Shot, for sale; also
WILLIAM T COBB late of Rockland, location. Tel. 133.
bate thereof, asking that the same may ---------HAROLD DEAN. 441
Lucy
Rockland
---. B Cobb
----- — of-------------POUR-room apartment to let, all 32 H 4 R revolver
„
be pro\ed and allowed and that Letters deceased
117*119
appointed Exx . Sent 21. 1937. and modern Apple at Camden & Rockland oltl County Road
Testamentary issue to Alma L. Jameson was
------ ...
------------.. .1937
— 'water Co. Tel 634
qualified
by
filing
bond
Sept.
^28.
118-tf I PIGS, for sale. 8-10 weeks old. $4.50:
of Warren, she being the Executrix
Attest'
-------- j MASON JOHNSON. Pleasant Gardens.
named in said Will, without bond.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
Tel- 138_____________________ 116-118
ESTATE HIRAM ULMER late of
118-S-124
FITTED Hard Wood for sale, under
Rccklnnd deceased. Petition for Ad
cover; discount for cash lf moved soon;
ministration. asking that Ensign Otis I
laying
hens; separator. RALPH A.
of Rockland or some other suitable
STATE OF MAINE
WALLACE, So._Un!on. Me
116*118
person be appointed Admr . with bond
To all persons Interested ln either of
ESTATE JENNIE S JACKSON, late of 1 the estates hereinafter named:
HOUSEHOLD furnishings ol the late
Washington, deceased
First and final | At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
Dr. J. C. Hill for sale Some antiques,
recount presented for allowance by Ar- ln and for the County of Knox, on the
(ecietary. cherry writing desk, chairs,
bor Sldellnger. Admx
21st day of September ln the year of our
couch, bureaus, bookshelf, medical and
1
other books, one small woodstove.
ESTATE JENNIE S JACKSON, late ol Lord one thousand nine hundred and
ETHEL C. SUKEFORTH. 236 Camden St.
Washington, deceased.
Petition foi thirty-seven and by adjournment from
Distribution presented by Arbor Side- ! Oay to day _from the 21st day of said
_ _______________________________ 116-118
September The following matters hav
Unger of Newcastle. Admx
TWO STOVES for sale; also artsquare
ing been presented for the action there
ESTATE HELEN
B OLIVER
of upon hereinafter Indicated tt Is hereby
and other household furniture. 12 GAY
ST. call afternoons
117*119
Thcmaston
First and final account nnnirprn:
presented for allowance by Charles H 1 That notice thereof be given to all
NO 8 Home Clarion Kitchen Range,
Woodcock of Thomaston. Gdn
with coll, lor sale.. Good condition.
persons interested, bv causing a copy of
ESTATE MARY E GOULD, late of this Older to be published three weeks
MAYNARD C, 1NORAHAM. Rockport
Warrtn. deceased. First and final ac- . (urceTlvelV ln The Co'f ler-Gaa-r,*
I_________________________________116*118
count pre-ented for allowance by Q a newtpaper published at Rockland ln
DINING ROOM set for sale, table. 4
Dudley Gould. Exr
Pato County, that they may appear at a
chairs, china closet and buffet. Call and
HELEN M WILLIAMS, late of Rock- Probate Court to be held at said Rock
see.
MRS WALTER H. SPEAR. 74
land deceased
Will and Petition lor land onthe 16th day of November. A. D .
Beech St._________________________ >15-tf
Probate thereof, asking that the same 1937 at nine o'clock In the forenoon
USED
CARS for sale
R G. CHUBmay be proved and allowed and that and bt heard thereon lf they see cause
BL'CK. Harry Rogers, Agent. South Wal
Letter- Testamentary Issue to Annette
ESTATE ANNIE B BROWN, late of
doboro.
114*119
Keighley of Middle Haddam. Conn . she Friendship, deceased Petition for Llbelng the Executrix named ln said , cense to convey certain real estate sltPAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old
Your name and address printed
WI11. without bond.
| uated ln Friendship, and fully depaper, etc. Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
ALDEN G
MERRIFIELD, late ol scribed in said petition, and distribute | on envelopes and paper or mono
at this OFFICE.
113-tf
Then u ton deceased
Will and Petl- ; the proceeds ol sale among the heirs | gram on sheets, address on enve
SMALL FARM, for sale. Good build
tlon for Probate thereof asking that living ln different States
Presented
lopes.
Black. Blue, Green or
ings, sightly location. MRS GERTRUDE
the same mav be proved and allowed and by W Dalton Wotton of Friendship and
3TUP1.EY. Thomaston. Maine '.09*120
Brown ink.
that Letters Testamentary Issue to Hat- Percy O Wotton of Prlncebay. Staten
® Mathews-Carr, Inc.
tie P Merrifield of Thomaston, she be- Island. N Y. devisees under Will of
APPLES on trees for sale Cider and
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
Ing th» Executrix named In said Will, -'aid Testatrix.
winter apples, very cheap. TEL. RockWhite
Deckle
Edge
without
bend
Witness.
HARRY
E
WIIBUR.
Esquire.
land
793-W. after 4 p m.
109-tf
He’s gone to . ..
MARTHA W HANLEY, late of Thom- ' Judge ol Probate Court for Knox County.
36
folded
sheets
451x7%
HAWTHORNE HOMESTEAD. Tenant'.
a-tor deceased
Wll! and Petition for Rockland. Maine
Harbor village, for sale. 9-room house,
36 envelopes 4x5'. square flap
Probate thereof, asking that the same Attest
fine condition, lights, bath, living spring
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
{1.25 Postpaid
may be proved and allowed and that
ln cellar Large lot. shade trees, etc.
___________ 118-S-124 j
Letters Testamentary Issue to Dorothy
Price attractive
GRANVILLE BACHOR
Malcolm Burnham of Boston Mas- she
to get a Real Buy in a
ELDER. Tel. 16-12, Tenant's Harbor.
STATE OF MAINE
being the Executrix named In said Will,
60 flat sheets 7'/ixl0'^
I
_
_______
118-tf
OFFICE
OF
SECRETARY
OF
STATE
wlthcut bond.
50 envelopes 4x7% square flap
Augusta. September 13. 1937
FRANK E GRINNELL late of Union,
Notice Is hereby given that a Petition
{1.50 postpaid
deceased Will and Petition for Probate for the Pardon of Fred E Brown, a con- (
thereof, asking that the same mav be vlck 11. the State Prison at Thomaston i
a • • •
proved and allowed and that Letters under sentence for the crime of larceny (
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
of Administration with the will annexed Is now pending before the Governor and
1936 Dodge Sedan
White Vellum
be Issued to Herbert L Grinnell of Council, and a hearing thereon will be,
Union or some other suitable person gianted ln the Council Chamber at
Square flap envelopes and folded
wlthcut bend.
NOTICE—I will be responsible for no
1936 Plymouth Sedan
sheets
Augurta. on Wednesday, the sixth day [
bills contracted by my wife Thelma
CHARLES E BARTLETT
late of of October, 1937, at ten o'clock a m
50
envelopes
4x5%
Shitles
ln the
future
CLINTON
Washington, deceased
Will and Peti
1935 Chevrolet Sedan
FREDERICK ROBIE. J
SHIBLES, Bar Harbor, Sept. 25. 1937.
60 sheets 4%x7%
tion foi Probate thereof, asking that the
Secretary of State j
________________________________ 117*119
same may be proved Rnd allowed and
$1.50 postpaid
112*S*118
1935 Plymouth Coupe
that Letters of Administration with the
USED pianos, uprights, tor sale, or to
i
will
annexed
be
issued
to
Barclay
R
NOTICE
let
for the season Phone us, Rockland
1934 Lafayette Coach
Miller of Washington, or some other U S District Court,
980, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
suitable person, with bond
Maine District.
__ _______________________________ 118-tf
1934 Chevrolet Coupe
September 15. 1937
ESTATE HELEN B OLIVER, late of
SPENCER CORSETS. lndlvlduaUy de
Thomaston, deceased Petition for Per Pursuant to the rules of the District
signed. S. WOLCOTT. Tel Camden 571.
1933 Chevrolet Sedan
petual Care of Burial Lot presented by Court of the United States for the Dis
_________________________________
115-120
Charles H. Woodcock of Thomaston. trict of Maine, notice Is hereby given,
Admr
that Joseph Thomas Sylvester. Jr., oi
1933 Chevrolet Coach
CIDER MILL running dally. Make lt
while you wait. Right on the State road.
ESTATE
ALEXANDERENNA
WIN- Camden, ln said District, has applied for
Handy to get to. SEAVIEW FILLING
1933 Ford Sedan
SIOW. late of Rockland, deceased Pe admission as an attorney and counselor
of
said
District
Court.
STATION.
Camden. Tel 2580
114*118
tition for Administration, asking that
JOHN F KNOWLTON, Clerk
I Vlv.au L Kimball of Rockland, or some
1931 Ford Tudor
RADIO reception noisy! weak or lad
112-S-118
I other suitable person be appointed
ing? Have your tubes tested with latest
j Admx . with bond.
scientific tube tester. Free of charge at
1 ESTATE LILLIAN B MORTLAND. late
MAINE MUSIC CO , Tel. 708
112-tf
"What kind of music suits you
of Rwkland. deceased First and final
Many others to choose
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano
account presented for allowance by best?”
accordion lessons at your home. $1.
Lewis H. Johnson. Exr.
from
C A LUNDELL. Friendship.
112-tf
"Well, I'm not very particular. I
ESTATE EMMA TOLMAN. late of
PRICES RIGHT
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
watches,
Rockport, deceased.
First and final like it either rare or well done."
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de
account presented for allowance by M
CONVENIENT TERMS
liver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER, 23 Ames
Marieta Shlbles Stiles. Admx.
Your name and address printed
bury 8t. Rockland. Tel 958-J
118-tf
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR. Esquire
on sheets and envelopes only
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
Judve of Proba'e Court for Knox County^
Rockland Maine.
work painting of all kinds. Call A. W.
PATRICIAN
Attest:
GRAY, Tel 8533_________________ 118-tf
White Laid
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
YARN—We are prepared to make your
Black, Blue, Brown, Green Ink
118-8-124
wool Into yarn. Write for prices. Also
60
folded
sheets
4%x7%
j
yarn
for sale. H. A. BARTLETT. HarRANKIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
( mony. Maine.
107*118
40 envelopes 4x5%
Less than .07 percent of the 256.000
LADIES—ReHable hair goods at Rock
OR
birds tested for piillorum last year by
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oidrra
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
solicited H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
A committee once called on Presi the University of Maine reacted to
HS-tf
40 envelopes 4x6%

TO LET

!

WANTED

!

The happiest man in
Knox County is just
coming out of
Gregory’s

FOR SALE

GREGORY’S

Rite-Best

Printed Stationery

MILLER’S GARAGE
GOOD USED CAR

• MISCELLANEOUS I
M*******«*o->***lq

E

CAMPAIGN TODA1
/!

'Firestone
TRIPLE‘SATE TIRES

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

PHILCO 33 B

in and sen
thia
lateit
1938
battrry>operate<l
Philco. Powerful, clcar-toned. hand,
tomr! Grratest farm radio value of
all time

Complete with Oversize Batteries

the Voice of Firestone featuring Margaret Speaks,
Monday evenings over Nationwide N. 13. C. Red Network
Listen to

WINTER STREET,

Probate Notices

$49.95
113’lt

ROCKLAND, ME.

MAINE MUSIC CO.
ROCKLAND. ME.

dent Lincoln at the White House to
urge the appointment of a man as
Commissioner of the Sandwich
Islands. After relating h.s qualifica
tions for tlie position, they also sug
gested that it would be a good place .
for their man to go for his health. I
The President listened attentively
and replied:
"Gentlemen. I am sorry to say that
there are eight other applicants for
that place—and they are all sicker
than your man.”

the ftist.

Postpaid S1-S5
GRAYTONE TWEED
Vellum
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
40 envelopes 4x5%

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER TIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS A- CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON

TEL. 1187-R,

ROCKLAND, ME.

OR

The
CourierGazette
Want-Ads

60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
40 envelopes 4x6%
Postpaid {1.25

THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, ME.

Walker Delaware Feed Store

38 Park St., Rockland
Managed by Ted Walker
Former manager of
Walker Feed and Grain Co.
Tel. 616

Employer (to applicant for jeb):
No. I haven't enough work to keep
my own men busy.
Applicant: Aw, take me on, mister,
I won't work hard.

Every-Other-Day

Page Seven
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^Society

LADY KNOX CHAPTER

-------------

At The High School

Nickerson and Calvin Sherman.
Virginia Haskell of the Senior High
is acting as general manager and she
reports the Live Wires in the lead.
■ • • •
This week Miss Mary Lawry began
her duties here as girls' gym in
structor and teacher of hygiene in
the Junior High. Miss Lawry is a
graduate of the Sargent School of
Physical Education and it is a privi
lege to have her as a member of the
faculty.

MANSFIELD GOVE, Inc

(By the Pupils)
Lady Knox Chapter. Daughters of the American Revolution, under the
ROCKLAND, MAINE
leadership of Mrs. Mary £. Southard as regent, has completed its plans for
Mary Dodge has been school ste
another busy season, which will have its beginning next Monday afternoon.
nographer this week.
The following programs have been prepared:
• • • e
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Buswell have
returned from a motor trip Into Can
Officers of the Girls' Glee Club
.
October 4, 1937
ada, whither they were accompanied
were elected this week with the fol
Hostess: Mrs. Alice W. Karl
by Mr. and Mrs. James E. Winslow of
lowing results: President, Barbara
Assisting: Mrs. B. Allen, Mrs. Ladd, Mrs. Moran,
GOSSARD’S Famous
Pittsfield. Mr. Buswell was having a
Mrs. Annatoyne, Mrs. Davies
Derry; vice president, Norma Have
Front-Lacing Combi
week's vacation from his duties with
Columbus Day Program
ner; secretary and treasurer, Ber
Report of State Fall Meeting
the Maine Central Railroad.
The football teams of Rockland
nice Havener; librarians, Laura
nation... NOW in TALL
November 1, 1937
Pomeroy and Geraldine Norton. The and Dexter meet this afternoon at
Hostess:
Mrs.
Clara
Thurston
and full’hip Types
Mrs. E. C. Boody has returned
rew members are Dorothy Black, j Community Park for the second
Assisting: Mrs. Helen Carlson, Mrs. Walsh.
from a short visit fh Boston.
Ruth Seabury, Margaret Robbins. \ home game of the season.
Mi ... Bronkie, Miss Cora Perry, Miss Thorndike
Mary Anastasio, Elaine Ames. Shir-!
....
Heretofore only average type figures
Armistice Day Program
lene McKinney, Geraldine Norton,
Today is the annual Apple Day of
could be fitted in Gossard’s front
Miss Ethel Fichburne of Jamaica
December 6, 1937
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis H. Johnson Plain, Mass., and Miss Virginia Proc
Dorothy Stearns and Marguerite Ma-! Rockland High School. Mr. Mclacing combination. Model 3698 C
Hostess: Mrs. Alice Cobb
honey.
1 Carty is faculty advisor and William
who have been at their cottage at tor of Hyannis, Mass., who have been
is proportioned for the full hipped
As-.-sting: Mrs. Simmons. Mrs. Glover, Mrs. Southard,
Bicknell is general manager. About
Pleasant Beach for the past two visiting Mrs. E. C. Grant on South'
figure and Model 3698 D
Miss French, Mrs. Buffum
weeks returned to Madison, N. J„ Main street have returned. They
for the tall average . . .
Mrs. Esther Rogers and Miss Eliz 25 pupils will act as salesmen and
Christmas Festivities: Carols
Friday.
abeth Hagar motored to Bangor Fri saleswomen in the forenoon, after
were accompanied by Mrs. Grant who
Bring gifts for Opportunity Farm today
Let our expert corsetiere analyze your figure
. and
day night to attend the district meet noon and evening, using a vacant
will visit her daughter, Mrs. C. W.
January 3, 1938
give you a correct fitting. There is no charge for this
Mrs. Beulah French and Mrs. Lil Froctor in Hyannis.
ing of the music teachers' In and room in the Rubenstein's store for a
DUES PAYABLE TODAY
service.
lian Clough recently visited Daniel
About Club, which was held in the storeroom. Remember to buy a nice
Hostess: Mrs. Nellie Peterson
red cheeked apple for yourself and
Cole, who is a patient at the Marine
Bangor High School.
Miss Bernadette Snow arrived
Assisting: Mrs. Rich. Mrs. Butman. Mrs. W. Karl,
get a tag! The proceeds will go toHospital, Portland.
Mrs. Stoddard, Mrs. Barnard
home Friday after completing a
Th» regular meeting of Troop 203. j ward supporting the various activities
Book Review: Miss Anna Coughlin
course at Cooley Dickinson Hospital
Boy Scouts of America, began at 7 1 <>* the school. The girl and boy who
Election of delegates and alternates to National
Mrs. Ada Clough is visiting Mrs. at Northampeton, Mass., and New
Congress and\ to State Conference
Alice Philbrook in Lynn, Mass.
o'clock Tuesday evening with 20 in ' sell the most apples will receive
England hospital for women and
January 11, 1938
attendance. The first half hour was heavy sweaters as a reward.
children at Roxbury, Mass. She
QUESTIONNAIRE POSTCARDS ! plans for a future highway develop
Lady Knox Chapter was organized January 11, 1898
Miss Hilda Anderson went yester plans to be at home until the first
spent, in playing games, after which
ment which will be of benefit to all
The
Freshman
social
was
held
last
As many members and guests as possible are asked
day to Boston.
the scouts went to the patrol meet
of the year when she enters Presby
1
users of the public highways.
Going
To
All
Passenger
Car
Owners
to appear in colonial costumes, bonnets or shawls. A
night with the following committee !
ings. The patrols marched into the
terian Hospital in New York for fur
silver collection will be taken.
It is highly desirable that all auto
In charge: Entertainment, Donald ( in State of Maine—Highway Plan
gymnasium for inspection. The troop
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. will ther study.
mobile owners co-operate by filling
February 7, 1938
Fogg, chairman. Richard Brown, Carl | ning Survey
was divided into groups, each group '
meet Monday at the home of Mrs.
------out these cards and promptly returnHostess: Mrs. Katherine Haines
Kalloch, Ruth Seabury, Mary Lamb,
studying some scout test. During the
Alice Karl, with Mrs. Beulah Allen.
Shakespeare Society meets Monday
Assisting: Mrs. Whalen, Mrs. Veazie, Miss Stahl,
The State wide Highway planning ing them. There is no attempt to
i Decorating: Robert Chisholm, chairmeeting a hike was planned for a
Mrs. Mary Ladd, Mrs. Irene Moran, night, at the home of Mrs. A. S.
Mrs. Butler. Miss Colson
1 man, Grace Blethen, Donald Cates, survey is mailing out questionnaire check up on the owners of old cars,
week from today. Kendrick Dorman 1
Washington and Lincoln stories at roll-call.
Mrs. Euretta Annatoyne and Mrs. Littlefield on Talbot avenue. Mrs.
.
,
.
,
„
Geraldine Norton, Douglas Small Re- post cards to all passenger car own- '^icre k>
information on the card
Mrs Blodgett, State Chairman, Genealogical Records
was appointed troop treasurer and
Hattie Davies as assisting hostesses. Arthur Orne will be leader.
j
1.
to Identify the one who makes lt
freshments: Lucille Connon, chair ers ■in the state, These cards
Exhibit.
when
Robert Brown was elected an honor
, out.
man, Ruth Witham. Priscilla Brazier,
March 7, 1938
Miss Ruth Gregory of University
member of the troop until he re
properly filled out and returned will
manager of the 8urvey hopes
Miss Eda Knowlton leaves today for
Flaine
Ames.
Nora
Long.
The
pro

Hostess:
Mrs.
Ann
Snow
of Maine is spending the weekend Lowell. Mass., where she has been en
turns. The meeting closed at nine
gram consisted of a solo, "Stop, afford valuable information which , t0 get a large percentage of returns
Assisting: Mrs. Sherman. Mrs. Sheldon. Miss Stanley,
at her home on Center street.
o'clock by pledging allegiance to the
gaged as assistant to Dr. Ambrose M
will greatly assist in formulating > on these cards.
Miss A. Perry. Miss Bicknell
flag and giving the Scout Oath and You're Breaking My Heart" by Elmer
Bailey, miniser of the First Baptist
Speaker:
Havener;
violin
solo,
"Melody,
”
by
The managers of the Home for
Laws. There was an officers’ meet
Church in that city.
April 4, 1938
Aged Women will meet Wednesday
ing after the troop meeting—Charles Shirlene McKinney, solo, I'Indlan
Hostess: Mrs. Hester Chase
Love Call," by Elaine Ames; skit,
at 2.30 at the home of Mrs. Frank
Libby.
Almon Cooper, Jr., and Gerald Bev
Assisting: Mrs. Nutt. Miss Parker. Mrs. Cushman,
“Do You Believe In Signs?" by El
• • • •
Fuller, 25 Talbot avenue.
Mrs. Cross. Miss Cochrane
erage, who have been occupying the
Nex' Tuesday's assembly will be in mer Hevener, Perry Margerson Lena
Speaker:
Mr.
Frank
A.
Winslow
Now that it’s growing colder, a heavier jacket is the
jMiss G. A. Harkness’of Bangor is Brunberg cottage at Ingraham Hill
observance of Fire Prevention Week, Cuccinello. Carl Kalloch, Ruth Sea- !
May 2, 1938
at Miss Anne V. Flint's, 32 School for the summer, have returned to the
with Chief Van Russell in attend bury and Irving McConchle; solo.■
thing to put on. We’ve got a large supply of the very
Annual
Meeting
Cooper home on Llmerock street.
"Sailboat in the Moonlight." by1
street.
ance.
Election of Officers
best garments at extremely low prices. Keep warm
• • • *
Doris Gatti and George Ellis; tap j
Report of Officers and Committee Chairmen
in Ayer's Jackets.
Mrs.
Ralph
Glendennlng
was
hos

Miss Amelia Anderson and Miss
Covered Dish Luncheon
Post Graduates this year include dance by Lucy and Jennie Thomp
Mrs. Katharyn St. Clair, Crescent Beach
Ellen Anderson went yesterday to tess to W.I.N. Club Thursday night.
David Curtis, Edward Peaslee, Mar son; finale, "Lights Out” by the en- |
BOYS’ ZIPPER JACKETS—Navy .............................................. $2.98
Mrs. Clinton Barbour won first prize.
9
New York for a brief stay.
garet Richardson. Gordon Thomp tire group. Accompanists were Ger- 1
BOYS' ZIPPER JACKETS—Fancy ... . ....................................... $2.98
Mrs. Carl Freeman and Miss Pearl
Lady Knox Chapter has the following members:
son, Gordon Crowley, Evangeline aidine Norton and Ruth Seabury.
BOYS’ MACKINAWS ......................................................... $4.98. $6.00
BOYS' SWEAT SHIRTS WITH IIOODS
$2.25, $2.50
Col. and Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord of Borgerson tied for second, and Mrs.
Murray, Domenick Cuccinello and
Annatoyne. Euretta,
10 Ocean St.
BOYS' CORDUROY KNICKERS
..............
$1 50, $1.98. $2.98
Allen, Beulah,
27 School St.
Fort Hamilton, Brooklyn. N. Y., and Vance Norton was third
Marian Fernald.
BOYS’ SCHOOL KNICKERS
$1.00. $1.50, $1.98
Bicknell, Edith,
12 Knox St.
• • • •
son Herbert of Bowdoin College, ar
BOYS' LONGIES ..................................................... $1.98, $3.00, $3.75
Barnard, Ruth,
38 Talbot Ave.
Thursday
morning
more
than
330
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rhama
Philbrick
have
rived Thursday in this city. Col. Lord
BOYS' SWEATERS ................... . ............................ $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
Black. Grace,
61 TzAbot Ave.
pupils reported for chorus music. The ,
MEN'S RED AND BLACK HUNTING COATS
$10.00, $12.50
who is having a three weeks' vaca returned from a motor trip which
Blodgett, Maude,
150 Talbot Ave.
difficulty was in trying to seat them j
MEN'S MACKINAW'S .......................
$6.00, $7.50
Buffum. Ella.
22 Grove St
tion. will with Mrs. Lord, divide his took them to New York State, up the
MEN'S ZIPPER JACKETS
$3.75 to $6.75
Butler. Ann,
>11.
88 Talbot Ave.
time between his new cottage at I Hudson and through the Adirondacks
MEN'S HUNTING PANTS—Red and Black
$5.00
Butman. Adelaide,
• • • •
41 North Main St.
Marshall's Point. Port Clyde and his to Montreal, where they visited rela
MEN'S HEAVY WOOL PANTS
$2.98, $3.50, $4.50
Carlson. Helen,
"Bicknell.
”
Main
St.
Dorothy
Frost
is
in
charge
of
the
camp at Hobb's Pond. Herbert will tives. They returned by way of Bos
MEN'S WORK PANTS ......................
$1.50. $1.98
Carter, Lucy,
89 Summer St.
cataloging of the school library.
ton.
MEN'S HEAVY SWEATERS
$1.98, $2.98, $5.03
Chase, Hester,
45 Talbot Ave.
return Sunday to college.
• • • •
Cobb. AJice,
170 Main St
The Junior and Senior Latin class
W'e'd be delighted to show goods even if you don't care to purchase.
Cochrane. Ellen,
44 Talbot Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fisher have
Dr. M K. Wood of Boston, who has
Come in!
Is going to make a model of the
Colson. Flora,
14
Florence
St.
been passing his vacation at North as guests Mr and Mrs. Mitchell Weil
Cooper, Mary,
156 Llmerock St.
Roman Forum out of plaster of
er
of
Boston,
and
are
stopping
at
the
Haven, arrives today to spend the
Conary. Anna,
James St.
Paris. Each day a small amount of
WILLIS AYER
week with Mr. and Mrs. Almond Rubenstein home.
Cross, Delia.
166 Main St.
work is to be done on the project.
Davies.
Hattie,
157
Main
St.
Cooper.
• • • »
French. Lucy,
87 Summer St.
Mrs. E. E. Marston has returned to
The Highlite came out this week,
Glover,
Angelica,
2
Claremont
St.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Harvard and Portland after a short visit with rel
at a reduced price, and was sold out
192 Broadway
Haines. Katherine,
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
children have returned from Vinal atives in this city.
Karl, Alice,
50 Granite St.
in 20 minutes.
11 Granite St.
haven, where they were guests of Mr.
Karl, Winifred,
• ♦ * •
5 Walker Place
Ladd. Mary,
and Mrs. Clinton Teele.
A beano party will be held Tuesday
These officers have been elected for
CUCH a scene should
87
North
Main
St.
Marshall. Hazel,
night at the home of Mrs. Helen
'the Senior High School Student
104
Pleasant
St.
Merritt,
Orissa,
never be played to
Mrs. Rhama Philbrick and daugh Nelld, Thomaston street under the
Council: President. Dick Marsh: vice
Moran, Irene.
25 Chestnut St
empty pews — and, say
ters Madeline and Norma, are spend auspices of Huntley-Hill Auxiliary.
170 Main St.
president Grant Davis: secretary,
Perry, Ada.
what you please, a full
ing the day in Portland.
Copper Kettle
Perry, Cora,
Mrs. Neild and Mrs. Elizabeth
Ruth Thomas. The budget for the
558 Main St.
Peterson, Nellie,
church means good ad
Noonan are in charge. Friends and
school
has
been
drawn
up.
56 Masonic St.
Sheldon. Suella.
Mrs. Carl Christoffer.-on has been neighbors are invited.
• • • »
vance notices. Most of all,
87
Beech
St.
Sherman,
Mabel,
wsiting in Union, the guest of her
Junior High Student Council repreR. F. D.
Rich, Mary Perry,
plenty of invitations —
mother, Mrs. Carrie Mank.
21 Talbot Ave.
'entatives are Christie Demetri. Ruth
Simmons. Annie,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Maurer en
aristocratic-looking ones,
26 Talbot Ave.
Snow. Anne,
Hatch, Dorothy Peterson, ArthurMrs Maxine Jameson of Vinalhaven tertained at dinner Thursday night,
10 Ocean St.
Southard, Mary,
beautifully
engraved.
Schofield, Leroy Black, Dorothy
283 Broadway
Stahl. Jeanette.
is receiving treatment at Knox their guests being Mrs. W. G. But
Such
invitations
should
Trask. Ernest Dondis. Nancy Howard.
man. Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Mrs. Susie
104 North Main St.
Stanley, Caroline,
Hospital .
'J
Virginia Bowley and William East.
be engraved upon the
40 Grove St.
Davis and Edward Vose.
Stoddard. Etta,
• • • •
50 Sea St.
St. Clair. Katharyn,
rich, vellum-like texture
Miss Alice McIntosh begins a
Members of the National Honor
Thorndike, Anna.
78 Talbot Ave.
Miss Helen Gornia and Miss Evelyn
week's vacation from the Wotton dry
of Linweave Wedding Pa
468 Old County Road
Thurston. Clara,
Society taking charge of Junior High
C",hk,
c *•"’G”
,
Boynton
of
Millinocket
are
guests
goods store Monday.
12 Shaw Ave.
Veazie. Grace,
pers.
May we show them
study halls are Doris Borgerson, Gor
21 Summer St.
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Barnard.
Walsh. Lucie,
to you?
don Richardson and Ruth Thomas.
189 Broadway
Whalen. Vera,
At (the meeting of Opportunity
Their assistants are Fred Winchen
390
Broadway
Wisner,
Eva,
Mrs. Judith Londeen and two
Class, held Thursday night, Mrs.
Tha Couriar-Gaxatta
bach, William Karl, Josephine PelAurilla Venner, Mrs. Ada Prescott children of Charlotte, N. C„ who have
NON- RESIDENT
TODAY
licane, Marion Ludwick, Dorothy
Imam mat t—,
Stonington
and Mrs. Louise Ingraham, as the been summering at Ginn's Point, are
Allen, Mildred,
THREE MESQl’ITEERS
Frost,
Bernard
Thompson.
Fred
Swan’s Island
Bridges. Myra.
hostesses, entertained 23 members and occupying the E. C. Moran home on
in
Blackman and Edward Storer.
Rockville
WEDDING PAPERS
Bronkie. Inez,
"RANGE DEFENDERS"
21 guests. Mrs. Anna Brazier gave Chestnut street for the winter.
• • • »
Rockport
Cushman, Hazel,
the Scripture reading, the visiting
Freeport
On Oct. 7 a demonstration will be
Gott, Eva.
Mrs. Milton W. Weymouth and son
New York
committee reporting 68 calls for the
Lord, Helen.
given by Miss Ruth Cluff of the
Georgia
Merrick. Elmira.
month of September. Officers elected Milton of Alfred attended Union Fair.
Central Maine Power Company at
North Haven
Noyes, Etta,
for the coming year were: President, Incidentally calling upon Rockland
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
the Dcmestic Science Rooms at 2.30
West
Rockport
Nutt, Amy.
Mrs. Eda Post; first vice president, friends.
p.
m.
All
mothers
of
Domestic
Sci

Appleton
Page, Carolyn.
■ ■'
Mrs. Lillian Joyce; second vice presi
West Rockport
-..-3 $$ i’ssm
w.
Parker, Bernice,
ence students are invited to attend.
A Igroup of youngsters gathered at
Somerville, Mass
• • • •
Rollins, Mabel.
dent, Mrs. Nellie Magune; secretary,
MR. PAUL MUNI in hbwjMirne
Hf GALE SQNDERGAARO
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
Tenant's Hqrbor
Rose, Mabelle,
A half holiday was enjoyed WedMrs. Evelyn Crockett; treasurer. Mrs the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
achievement
as
EMILE
ZOLA
at CAPTAIN DREYFUS
9$
MADAME
DREYFUS
Stonington
Sellers. Elizabeth.
nesday by members of this school for
Ada Prescott; missionary treasurer, Oliver. Fulton street Thursday aft
Camden
Wardwell, Mary,
’he purpose of attending Union Fair.
Mrs. Beulah Wotton; teacher, Mrs. ernoon to celebrate the second birth
New York
Wooley. Minnie,
• • • •
Rockport
Weidman, Marion,
Clara Emery; substitute teachers. day of their son, Lee Edwin. Party
The
annual
Curtis Publishing
decorations
were
carried
out
in
blue
The
prganization
has
lost
two
members
by
death
the
past
year
—
Mrs.
Mrs. Nellie Magune and Mrs. Evelyn
Company subscription contest is
McKusic. The president appointed and pink, the birthday cake being Calista Cole and Miss Jennie Blackington.
under the general management of
these committees: Visiting committee, the center of attraction. Ice cream,
Winifred Dimick. with William Karl
The Chapter has the following officers and committee chairmen:
Mrs. Beulah Wotton and Mrs. Elvie cake, cookies and ginger ale were also
captain of the Go-getters and Rich
served.
fThose
present
were:
Janice
Mrs.
Mary
E.
Southard
Regent,
Wooster; welfare committee, Mrs.
ard Marsh of the Live Wires. These
Mrs. Katharyn St. Clair
Vice Regent.
Aurilla Venner, chairman; sewing Hutchinson, Virginia and Beverly
Mrs. Mabelle Rose
Secretary.
home-room leaders have been ap
Manning,
Gail
Grant,
Katherine
and
committee, chairman, Mrs. Marion
Mrs. Mary Ladd
Treasurer,
pointed: Nathalie Edwards Lempl
Lindsey. Plans were made for the Anna Splaine, Jackie Snow, Alice
Mrs. Lucy Carter
Historian.
Kangas, Harold Heal, Irvin McMrs. Eva Wisner
yearly banquet. Mrs. Bertha Green Carter, Katherine Blackman, Vivian
Chaplain,
Conchie, Ruth Witham. Mary AnMrs. Helen Carlson
Registrar.
law being appointed chairman of the Foster, Mrs. Lee Oliver, Paul Mer
Mrs. Alice Karl
ashtsio, Carl Kalloch, Hilda Spear,
Counselor,
supper committee. Mrs. Alice Mc riam, David Plourd and Kenneth
Mrs. Maude Blodgett
Counselor,
Charlotte Staples Elmer Lufkin and
Overlock
Jr.
The
hostesses
were:
Intosh extended an invitation to
Mrs. Hester Chase
Auditor,
Harold Dondis for the Live Wires and
members and families to a picnic to Mrs. Clifford Oliver, Margaret Albee
James Skinner. Ruth Seabury, Sylvia
and
Irma
Mather,
mothers
being
spe

be held Thursday, Oct. 7, at Holiday
Mrs. Rlcn
Americanism,
Hayes, Louise Harden, Perry MarMrs. Chase
Conservation and Thrift,
Beach. After an interesting program cial guests. Lee received many nice
His pen won victories where armies had failed
gerson, Lena Cucinello, Inez BowMrs.
Walsh
Correct
Use
of
Flag,
gifts
and
proved
a
good
host.
presented by Mrs. Lorna Pendleton,
Miss Stanley
D. A. R. Magazine,
ley, Bernice Havener. Laura Pomeroy,
refreshments were served by the
Mrs. Davies
Manuals for Citizenship,
Jack Huke, Kent Glover and Nell
hostess.
Mrs. Peterson
Ellis Lsland,
ROCKPORT
Russell, for the Go-getters.
At
Mrs. Sherman
Filing and Lending Bureau,
present the Go-getters are ln the
Mrs.
Blodgett
Genealogical
Research,
Mrs. H. O. Heistad is leaving Sat
National Defense Through Patriotic
lead but the weekend may tell a dif
PATRONIZE YOUR
urday for Auburn, Mass., to be guest
Mrs. Snow
Education,
ferent story.
of Miss Ellen D. Tolman for the
Mrs. Haines
Social and Publicity,
• • • •
Mrs. Annatoyne
Real Daughters,
Worcester Music Festival, taking
In the Junior High, the subscrip
Radio,
Mrs.
Sheldon
place Oct. 4-9.
AT NO ADVANCE IN PRICES
tion leaders are Barbara Black, cap
Approved Schools (Opportunity Farm), Mrs. Stoddard
tain of the Go-getters and Elwood
Mrs. A. Karl
Montpelier,
Sunday Shows Benefit Winslow-IIolbroolt Post, No. 1, A. L.
Hewett, the Live Wires. The home
Who is ready to serve you
WE BUY
Teacher—What Is the half of eight? room leaders for the Go-getters are
The bureau of agricultural eco
Shows: Matinee 2;
365 days in the year
Mathew Smith, Walter Butler, James
Evg. 6.30, 8.30. I
Tommy—Which wav?
nomics predicts that feed and mar
AND
SILVER
York, Virginia White, Betty Monroe
Silsby’s Flower Shop
NOW PLAYING
Cont. Saturday
Teacher
—
Whatever
do
you
mean?
ket
conditions
will
be
better
for
dairy

CLARENCE
E.
DANIELS
TFI ?1R-VV
and Robert Davis. The Live Wire
“SINGING MARINE’
2.00 to 10.30
JEWELER
Tommy—Tell, across lt makes 0, leaders are Mary Perry. Barbara La
with DICK POWELL
men the rest of this year than they
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Tel. 892
Rockland
370
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
lOOtf
and down it makes three—Exchange. Salle, Leroy Black, Alice Cross, Viola
were a year ago.

Be. tfoufied, ■■ ■ ■ by. GOSSARD
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A. B. Crocker

Every-Other-Day

Egypt Is Building
GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

British Army Engineers Pre
paring

Against

People and Spots in the Late News

Possible

Doubtless many readers of The
Western Invasion
' Courier-Gazette have visited Con
20 YEARS AFTER . . . Some of the
cord Mass., and crossed “the rude
Egypt is building strong defenses
2.000,000 who watched 220,000 Le
bridge that arched the flood" at the
gionnaires march 18 hours in New
along its western border which sep
Battle Ground; have seen, perhaps
York's greatest parade, highlight of
arates it from Italian Libia. The
ly Gladyi Si. Clair HriitaJ
19th annual convention. Below,
visited the Old Manse the Alcott
work is done under the supervision
youngest and oldest at conclave,
houses. Wayside. Wright Tavern.
of British army engineers and is deMarian Holder, 5, White Plains,
N. Y., and John Newcombe, 76,
Columbia Broadcasting System has chestra will for the first time in its ! Sleepy Hollow Cemetery and other
singned to protect Cairo and the Nile
Augusta, Ill._____________ _______
issued a resume of the series for the history, be conducted by a woman P°ints of interest in this ancient
Valley.
season of 1937-38 and it makes in-1 Nadia Boulanger. At one of the reg-,town now with 1 500 P°Pulation,
“Across the 550-mile border sprawls
teresting reading. In addition to the 1 ular pairs of concerts in February. wlthout realizing what an trnporthe Libian Desert.'' says a bulletin
Philharmonic season already outlined this distinguished French musician.;tant part 11 has P'a>'ed ln history,
from the Washington. D. C„ head
in this column, there will be six who has already appeared with the
°r.ly of Massachusetts and the
quarters of the National Geographic
Young Peoples Concerts directed by orchestra as organ soloist, will con- United States but of the world.
Society. “The region is a vast sandy ,
In the fall of 1635 white men came
waste crossed only by caravan routes, I
Ernest Schelling Saturday morning, duct the Requiem of Faure. Mme.
to the Great Meadows of the MuskeEuropean explorers and colonists in I
On Sunday. Oct. 24, thre is to be an Boulanger, who is known lin her own
taquid River, looked them over
automobiles infrequently visit oases
international concert of unusual in-j country as conductor as well as comand decided they would settle there.
near the border.
terest. This is the Third World Con- poser, organist and teacher, will be
»
, . '. „ .
,
...
So the next spring they came from
cert of the Union Internationale de ; in Boston several months next winter.
Egypt Ceded Oasis to Libia
Watertown. Mass., with their fami
Radiodiffusion at Geneva. It is to be J when the will be identified with the
“The oases along the coast of
lies and lares and penates. and setW'orl.l
relayed from the Nederlandasch- music departments of both Radcliffe
] Libia are among the richest in North j
i tied Concord. Notwithstanding the
Indische Radio Cmroep Mattschappij, j and Wellesley Colleges.
|,
Africa Italians cultivate dates and
[ fame of the Battle of Concord, Emthe Dutch broadcasting organization.
olives, and where there is irrigation.
covntry night sovnds
erson. Hawthorne.
the
Alcotts.
and /will consist of some typical items | The frog's crescendo rises with the Thoreau and others, the fame of one
| vegetables thrive. The chief oasis in
of the oriental programs broadcast
northern Libia occupied by Italians
AndnkTydids and crickets start their Conccro man rests not upon his philby NIRCM.
is El Guarscia. six miles from the
Mocotonous violins; complaining soon,
osophv or literary attainments, but
The owl replies from shadows on the
'
.
.
The Curtis Institute of Music ls to
caravan center and post of Bengasi.
hili
upon his being the originator of the
start its eighth consecutive radio sea- Leaves rustle where a sleepy twitter <amous "Concord Grape."
“Except for scattered oases, most
son with the first of a series of 30 That^bird* are in the boughs; dogs
Ephraim Wales Bui! went to Conof Libia is desert. Since Italy an
l» ul« Horta)!
broadcasts on Wednesday afternoon, I
start to bark—
,
. ,
,
..
nexed it from Turkey in 1912, the
_ ,
,, _
.
Then moments of a stillness as if bells. cord tc carry on his trade as a gold
Oct. 13 The Cincinnati Conservatory Far og. h»d just ceased chiming beater. But as time went on. his
colony has extended its boundaries
of Music will present 35 weekly con- A m0’^™,ugpUrre tides down the level taste for horticulture caused him to
1 several times to include more arable
certs beginning Saturday, Oct. 9. An-j
road
___
_____ _____ j begin the cultivation of a
grape
land and valuable water sources.
And laughter that had seemed too
other long-time feature continuing
With the acquisition of the colony's
shrill ls gone
which should be earlier and hardier
is the Salt Lake Tabernacle Choir a market wagon, creaking with its load
southeast comer from Great Britain
Sways onward with ita lantern, toward »nan me grapes oi mat aa> cniei
What our lightkrepers and coast
which each Sunday broadcasts choral
the dawn
among them being the Catawba and
and Egypt in 1934. it acquired springs
and organ performances from the AnTVu wiw'Vnd’ktmTlieie^cunon Isabella.
guardsmen are doing to protect
in the Uweinat Mountains.
sound.
Utah capital.
“Extension of the boundary in 1925
Finding on his grounds a wild coastwise shipping by day and by
—Olenn Ward Dennison (New York
• • • •
grape of somewhat superior quality. night. The day's news from many brought within Italian domination
Times).
Next week (I shall have the (great
the fertile Giarabub oasis, ceded to
From the pen of Leopold Godowsky. he crossed it with the Isabella and lonely outposts along Maine's
pleasure and privilege of attending
waterfront.
Libia by Egypt. Italian troops im
who Is often the guest of the Josef saved the fruit. In his own words,
the Worcester Music Festival as guest
mediately occupied it. There are
j Hofmann's in Camden during the "I put the grapes whole into the
1 ISP)
WATTS THIS? . . . Radio conscious
of a former Rockland girl, Miss 'Ellen
36,000 Italian soldiers and officers
summer season, comes a series of ground, skin and all, at a depth of
Little River
Plush, of Miami, Fla., a Cocker Span
iel with a classical ear. He growls at ACID TEST . . . World's series
r.ow in Libia.
I P‘a«" f°™ 01 tran- tW°
3b0Ut thf flFSt °f °Ct°Hello, everyone along the coast!
swing music as he wonders why some role looms for Frank Makosky,
4
i
h fh
■ SCTiption that will undoubtedly fill a her
after they had thoroughly
“
Scuth
of
Giarabub
lies
the
oasis
Miss Ruth Corbett, daughter of Mr
one doesn't sponsor a concert dog bis New York Yankees' ace rookie
Oct 4 to O.t 9. Among the artists
pUno utCTa. I opened. and covered the row with
pitcher, who, in his first year,
cuit program.
and Mrs. William W. Corbett, has re of Cufra. which was the last strong-|
tops veteran hurlers in mound
are such figures as Rosa Ponselle.draEighteenth century songs of boards. I nursed the seedlings for
hold
of
the
Senusi.
members
of
a
i
FIREBRAND
turned to Machias to attend school.
staff’s won-and-lost columns.
matic scp.ano, Georges Barrere.
charm Lieder by Schubert, six years and of the large number
. . . Russian
cnee powerful religious sect, whom
Mrs. Edward McGuire of Cutier is
flutist; Sascha Gorodnitzki, pianist; nalve cnarm' Lieo'r
,
Q
Foreign
Com

the Italians drove out with airplanes:
.
„
.
Schumann land Brahms, and hia own onl> cne pro.ea uonn saving, un teaching school in Wellesley.
HEIGH HO! . . . Snow’
missar Litviand bombs in 1930-1931. At Cufra. I
Doris Doc. contralto. SusannaL Fisher, I suite for left hand alone, .have pro- ^P- io
No. Sulphur! Louisi
w. 1849 t* was
*as pnahl<*d
enaoiea to
io nick
pick
noff brands
Nelson
Stevens
and
Bickford
Stev

ana's "yellow magic" at
soprano; Paul Ahhouse. baritone
wlth thf ma_ a bunch of grapes and when I
melons, grapes, bananas, and some
Germany, Itthe Freeport Sulphur
a 1 y greedy,
The name of Albert Stoessel, guid- ,
arrangemenls and showed them to a neighbor, who ens.. sons of Mr and Mrs. F. S. Stev vegetables are grown Olives and
Company's Grande
aggressor
na

ens.
have
entered
the
University
of
ing star of orchestra, chorus and so- |
G tasted them, he at once exclaimed
dates are raised. Camels, sheep, j
Ecaille plant serves
tions
as
Italy
transcriptions, published by
lolsts, is by no means an unknown .
pretty Isabelle Miller,
agrees to aid
‘Why. this is better than the Isa- Maine.
donkeys and a few horses are bred.
Schirmer. Inc.. New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Durword Maker of
Miss New Orleans, Jr.,
Medite r r a none. He has won for himself an en-I The “Airs of the Eighteenth Cen- bella!'
Caravan Route Crosses Frontier
1937, as "snow” for her
ean. patrol
viable reputation as artist, composer |
covw exude
m thu grape which he named Lubec spent the weekend with their
southern glide.
against piracy.
“
Cufra
consists
of
five
oases,
one
of
i
relatives
here.
and conductor, and this w 11 be his J
delicate
Qf
the concord. Mr Bull gained fame
William Seavey and Mr. Drink- which has a Mohammedan ‘univer13t? S^°n ? d„ffeCtOT °f the ^°r' ! music of the period Thev are all but very little money He had not
On Friday evening the senior batwater were here a few days recently sity.’ These palm-shaded spots are
students. Mr. Robinson spent Satur
w °Wn?PeraTr;t "treated with an all-too-rare sense of ‘he business knowledge of the nurapproximately
three
hundred
miles
from
Rockland
and
Brewer.
'
ball
team met and defeated the com
day
at
the
Sandy
Point
Alumni
nck will be the offering for the final i
seryman. into whose pockets went
CASTINE NORMAL
m-hf
.... appropriate simplicity that completely
_.......... .v.. u.
Mrs. Arthur Meloon and grand- over burning sands from the nearest
Camps filling in a partially completed bined forces of the freshman and
night. This opera which had its
the
profits.
The
result
was
tha
’
he
sidesteps the fashion so prevalent n
(By Ermo Scott)
bulkhead. The students spent the junto, classes to the tune of 14 to
world premiere in New York last Feb
, . .. .
died in poverty, though never ne&- son Richard, pased a day recently at , point on the Mediterranean. The
some quarters today of distilling such ,
„ u u
..... i. the Light with her brother, William journey to Cufra is a supreme test
remainder of the weekend with Mr. 11. Although the latter team started
ruary and; deals with the lives of the
musical essences In the alembic of lected. He held several elective or W. Corbett.
;
of
physical
endurance.
Not
all
,
Poblnson at the latter's home in their scoring immediately ln the
great actor. David Garrick and the I
appointinve offices, and was greatly
Wednesday the Junior
Class Thomaston.
modern harmony “quoting from a re
Several
young
boys
from
this
10'
journeys
are
successful,
as
whitened
first inning, the seniors took the lead
somewhat notorious Peg Woffington,
respected
view. In the four German songs.
• • • •
cality have employment in the Aroos- bones of camels frequently testify I elected the following student mem
in the third and maintained it to
received high acclaim.
.. _ .
. .
_. .
_
Personally, he was an odd man.,
bers to organize and produce the
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be for
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"The Pilot:" Ediotr-tn-chief, Norma home economics, has registered for
all tempation to indulge in Lisztian
way, I note that Barrere will play
when his wrath was up. His living first of October for Rangeley where j south.
Lawrence
Woodbury
’30 has been
bombastics in making these gems ac
'From Giarabub a camel caravan Eaton of Belfast; business manager, the senior work in that field at the
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Edwin
Young
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cessible to pianists of modest equip
across the
Parirtington Nqrmal School. She
zart, and I recall that somewhere I
grapevine near little Grapevine Cot- I been employed as cook at Sagamore route extends eastward
ment for their independent use.
libian-Egyptian border to the oasis Mittie Downes of Carmel; poetry will complete her requirements for a the Sterling Community House in
Lodge.
They
will
visit
friends
to
tage.
read that while the dulcet tone qual
His wife, Alice
of Siwa. one of the six principal editor Madaleine Salisbury of Bel-' B S. degree during the current year. Stratford, Conn.
ities of the flute are nowhere em
Ephraim Wales Bull died in 1895 Portland and Waterville enroute
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humor
editor
Ione
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of
Egyptian
oases.
It
is
one
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oldMiss Butterfield has been teaching
ployed with more charming effect seem to be continually Increasing in and he now rests in Sleepy Hollow home.
appointed as news editor for the or
Linwood Peabody who has been ill [ est of the Libian Desert, and because Hampden; athletic editor. Kenneth for some time in Old Saybrook. Connhis
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than in the music which Mozart number,
StokOwski substl- r«meter>'
ganization.
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editor,
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»TOte for this instruments, the great wted recenUy„ a newspaper cj. neighbors
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Harris
of
Stockton
and
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where he will remain with his par- i L’hlng date palms, it is one of the
Clayton Pomroy of Hancock won
Salzburg composer of the 18th cen- ' umnist for Walter Wlnchell,UTltlng
ente for a time. He was accompan- j most prosperous. Here mud houses Eutterfleld of Danforth, Alumni ed the boys' campus tennis champion
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tury had to overcome a natural dis- his column
Broadway. ,n the
itor.
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of
Howlandled by Mrs. Peabody and one child, dullt on high places surrounded by
play-off recently from Byron Eaton your awnings, store them, insured
lik« for the flute before writing these
Mirror whUe Mr Winchell took
Pri. cipal William D. Hall. Mrs.
Miss Hannah Bean is visiting in j mud walls tell thrilling tales of
cf Stonington. The winning sets,'
universally admired works Mozart. *t a holiday. Strangely enough, it was
Hall, Director of Training Edith Les
through the winter, make necessary
Lubec
j desert raids
6-2 and 10-8, indicate the rally which ■
seems, began to lose his dislike for |
nol OTe of the 17 Uems
Miss Marian Ackley who has been
“From Siwa. the Libian Desert lie. Frances Borroto. '38 of Portland Eaton made in attempting to stave n pairs and rehang them next spririg.
the flute when he became friendly in the column, had anything to do
working in Lubec, has returned home stretches southard for approximately and Barbara Carpenter '38 of Lin off Pomroy's winning streak. Coach Very reasonable cost. Tel. 1262-W.
with Poul Wendling, first flutist of with New York's Great White Way!
eight hundred miles, a region of coln visited schools in the Amherst Lloyd Hatfield supervised the tour-, Rcckland Awning Co., 16 Willow St.
to attend school.
the court orchestra in Mannheim.
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Miss- Alice Ackley who has been blinding sandstorms, of temperatures district and held a general local nament.
Richard Crooks recently received
visiting her sister. Mrs. Lloyd Mc that vary from 110 in the day to teachers' meeting at the close of the
■ school day on Thursday.
Kitty Cheatham, renowned singer the honorary title of Doctor from the
near freezing at night."
Bride of Perry, has returned home.
• •
and diseuse over a long period of staff of the Rockefeller Foundation
Miss ports Ackley passed the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bunker of:
years, recently talked about the ef in the Fiji Island. When Mr. Crooks'
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”
weekend with Kathleen Corbett at
Cranberry Isles were guests
of
fect of music on the affairs of men. ship, returning from Australia a year
the Light Station.
Charles Hulbert 39 on Sunday.
This was when she was about to sail ( ago. put in at the Island of Suva, the ,
Baptists
View
Application
of
Liquor
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Inglas are
. « • •
for International Women's Week in j tenor learned of a nearby leper colony (
Receipts To the Old Age Pension
making their home at Miss Belle
Philip Robbins 3'7 spent Sunday
Budapest. She has long been criti-' and he organized an impromptu
Dennison's house while Mr Inglas
with friends.
A resolution opposing the diverting visiting the campus
cizlng the martial words of “The Star benefit concert. Funds were devoted j
• • • •
is teaching the Grammar School.
of State revenue from liquor sales
Spangled Banner," and the “Mar- to * childrens playground,
Saturday Principal Hall and Mrs.
to the payment of old age pensions
seillaise” also bothers her. Singing.
Hall, Mrs Margaret Ames and Ma
Portland Head
was adopted at the meeting of the tron Emma McCullough motored to
THE HUMBLE FRANKFURTER
she declares, could better be turned
September has gone out of the South Kennebec United Baptist As
to pacific purposes. “Can you imagine
Bangor and Orono where Mrs- Ames
picture with all kinds of weather to sociation in Gardiner Thursday.
the effect.’ Miss Cheatham asked, Most Adaptable of All Meat Products,
is spending a few days with her
! its credit.
Paris Expert Says
The resolution stated that the dele day included Miss Marjorie Kane of
“if all the nations of the world would
Mr and Mrs. L. O. Goff of West gates viewed "with abhorrence" the
join together and sing 'Hallelujah!' ’’
I cousin, Prof. Howe Hall.
Dorit K. Weigert. graduate of the
brook called Monday on A. J. use of such money for this purpose
For more than a generation Miss
j
Stevens.
•
and it was voted to protest to the
New students registering MonCheatham has been singing folksongs Cordon Bleu. Paris, and Director of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sterling of Legislators the adoption of such a Bar Harbor and Philip Brown of
and children's songs to Americans the Iridor School of Cookery New
Rumford were guests last weekend measure.
Dexter. Miss Kane entered the
and Europeans in pre-war days she York City announces that the Iridor
of Mrs. R. T Sterling.
The Association also adopted a freshman class. Mr. Brown ls a transappeared before the crowned heads School has been experimenting with
Mrs. A. B. Mitchell of Fort Point resolution disapproving of the legal ier students from Bates College with
and nobility of the Old World, and frankfurters and has
discovered
1 Light while in Portland Monday, vts- izing of gambling in any form and special Interest in art and music.
once, at a Conservative party meet them to be the most adaptable of all
l tted Mrs Hilt by telephone.
viewing “with alarm the increasing
Gene Raymond, who with his
ing in England, she sang to great ap meat products.
A. J. Stevens was guest Tuesday menace of gambling in all its forms.”
With a large and interested group
plause:
According to Miss Weigert. frank- bride. Jeanette MacDonald, appears £fternoon Qf Mr and Mrj Goff
of faculty and students present Tues
Don't be what yo ain't
Thousands of tired vacation motorists are returning to their hornet after
urters
in
natural
casings
can
be
used
'
b
’
the
"Vick's
Open
House
radio
prow
th
t
furters
Westbrook.
Ef yo ain't what yo’ Is
LINCOLN TOOK HIS OATH—AND day afternoon the Christian Asso
one of the blggeet touring seasons In recent years. Cars get “tired” too,
in the preparation of dozens of de- | gram Sunday, October 3 at 7 p. m.
Ef yo Isn't what yo' am not,
F. O Hilt entertained Sunday re
ciation, led in discussion by Frances
motorists are advised, and need a general check-up after a hard summer.
KEPT IT
Den yo' am not what yo' ls!
liclous dishes from frankfurter hash 1EST) in their first joint profestired Keeper Leland Mann and
Borroto of Portland, spent an hour
to a crown roast of frankfurters, siona! appearance in a radio verIITITH
the summer touring season containing a good deal of dirt and
bride, Mr. and Mrs. William E AmIn the season which opens Oct. 8—
IPresident Abraham Lincoln, in a of iniormal presentation of individ
Frankfurter hash is an exceedingly si°n
"Thc Student Prince."
’
’
drawing
to a close and cooler dust, ls drawn into the engine and
law. Miss Hanson. Leland Hanson of letter to A. G. Hodges of Kentucky. ual's favorite bits of poetry accom
its 57th—the Boston Symphony Orweather on the way, motorists the dust Is deposited on cylinder
simple dish to prepare and is so deSigmund
Romberg's
romantic
Portland and Joseph Shibles of April 4, 18641
panied by interesting personal side
should give their cars a post-vaca walls and In the crankcase. As this
liclous that it will be enjoyed by the operetta, “The Student Prince." will South Portland.
“It was in the oath I took, that I lights on the respective authors.
tion check-up to offset the effects of dust ls abrasive it causes engine
entire
family.
It
ls
prepared
thus:
be
the
vehicle
for
Miss
MacDonald
Vinalhaven & Rockland
wear and Its elimination Is even
a hard summer’s driving.
R. T. Sterling was recent guest of would, to the best of my ability, pre- Clara Bigelow of Harrington pre
Place
one Dound of naturallv cased and Raymond on their first air ap„
Long drives over many types of more Important Inside the engine
t-iave one puunu oi naiurany caseu
“ Ij A W Hathorn of St. George,
Mr. serve, protect and defend the consti- sented the devotional period.
Steamboat Co.
frankfurters cut in half-inch slices pearance together. Miss MacDonald
.
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highways during hot weather put than on the body surface. To remedy
...
..
. , tjana Mrs Lester Alley and Keeper tutlon of the United States. I could
in a large mixing bowl. Add one will play be part of Kathie. the A j
of whit€
an extra strain on the car. A check this condition Mobiloll engineers
Oretl
Robinson
spoke
to
the
child

ROCKLAND
up at this'time of year will help to In recommend change of oil and flush
pound of finely chopped boiled po- daughter of a Heidelberg inn-keeper. route
Bar Harbor returnlng
ren
ln
grades
3-4
recently
on
his
trip
oath. Nor was it my view that I
sure trouble-free operation when the ing of the crankcase at this time of
tatoes. one chopped green pepper. Raymond, as Prince Karl Frenz. a day
Port,and Hg wfis Qn h(s
might take an oath in order to get to the West during the summer. The
car goes back into day-to-day use, ac year.
Effective Sept. 16, 1937
.one grated onion and one ounce of student at Heidelberg, meets and Wednesday for Brattleboro vt
d
"Vacation driving, particularly If
cording to recommendations issued
power, and break the oath in using presentation was in line with the
melted butter. Mix thoroughly to- falls in love with Kathie. Their ro- ■ New York.
Service To:
unit of work upon which the children
by E. F. Hallock, manager of the It takes the motorist over rough
the power."
VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN, gether in bowl, season with salt' mance continues smoothly until the
automotive engineering department roads, Is apt to loosen body bolts
are new concentrating dealing with
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT,
and pepper and a teaspoon of Prince's grandmother dies, when
of the Socony-Vacuum Oil Company. and results ln squeaks and rattles
the
Pueblo
IndiansSWAN'S ISLAND, AND
Deer
Lsland
Thoroughfare
it reminded him of the days
"One result of summer driving, sometimes difficult to locate. Now
chopped tarragon or chopped pars Prince Karl is forced to become king
FRENCHBORO
The summer season has ended and when he was stationed at Matinicus
particularly If the car has been used is a good time to have the body bolts
ley. Have skillet very hot and greased and marry a princess chosen by his
Following the plan of having each
Rock.
FALL SCHEDULE
on unsurfaced highways, is that It gone over and tightened.
we miss seeing the yachts passing.
with beef fat. Brown the hash on ministers.
member of the freshman class spend
picks up a’good deal of dirt and dust
"Motorists will be using their
We
are
pleased
to
hear
that
Capt.
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
There
were
several
visitors
at
the
Miss MacDonald will choose her
cne side then turn and brown the
at least one-half day In rural school
in the engine as well as on the ex lights more as the days grow short
H. M. Ingalls is to be our new super visitation, Principal Hall,
A. M.
P. M. other Cover skillet to insure thor songs for the program from Rom light during the summer.
Friday
terior body surface. Most motorists er. They should be properly adjust
9.00 Arr. Rockland,
Lv. 2.15
Tender Hibiscus has landed our intendent.
ough heating. Turn out on hot plat berg's popular score, which includes
pride themselves on keeping their ed and the battery checked. Brakes
traveled with Roger Luce of Hamp
8.00 Arr. North Haven, Lv. 3.25
Robert Smith and James Holland den, Irene Babson of Brooksville,
cars spick and span on the outside should be tested at least twice s
7.00 Arr. Stonington.
Lv. 4.35 ter and garnish with grilled tomotoes. "Old Heidelberg." “Deep ln My supply of coal.
v
and have them washed after long, year.’’
Rachel Robinson has been guest of Stonington spent the afternoon Marjorie Kane of Bar Harbor. Julia
Arr. 5.10
6.00 Lv. Swan's Island,
The simplest way of making grilled Heart." “Serenade” and “Golden
dusty drives. But it is just as impor The opening of schools will bring
Read Up
Read Down tomatoes is to cut them in halves, Days."
of Priscilla Parsons in Stonington and evening at the light recently.
Moore of Burlington and director of
tant to get rid of dirt and dust in many tourists back to their homes
As the Str. North Haven is now training Edith Leslie to several of
VINALHAVEN LINE
Josef Pasternack and his "Open recently.
then put in pan with enough water
the engine itself.
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we
miss
see
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a
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from
Housd"
oonctrt
orchestra
and
a
A. M.
P-M. to cover the bottom. Dot each half
the schools in neighboring towns.
“The average engine uses about tor travel can be expected to con
ing
her
pass
twice
dally.
9.20 Arr. Rockland.
Lv.2.13tomato with butter, seasoning with choir of specially trained voices will Keeper and Mrs. Mitchell of Fort
105 pounds of air with every gallon tinue on a large scale until the ad
8 00 Lv. Vinalhaven.
Arr. 3.20 salt and pepper and put under broil accompany Miss JJacDonald and Point Light, a net Mr. Mitchell wel
We hope Keeper and Mrs. Wood
Accompanied by Kenneth Inch.
of gasoline, which Is approximately vent of cold weather, according to
Ul-tf
3.5 tons per 1,000 miles. This air, Mr. Hallock,
comed the chance to haul trails as ward will like at their new station. Morgan Kendrick and Roger Luce,
er nr iu hot over until cooked soft. Raymond during the broadcast.
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A “Tip” for Tired Tourists

